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RELATIVISTIC FIELD-THEORETICAL TRANSPORT IN CONDENSED MA I IER

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to develop a relativistic condensed matter theory based
upon a microscopic, i.e. field theoretical picture. In particular, we will use the Dyson
hierarchy as a solution to the underlying field theory of the condensed state and will discuss
regularization procedures suitable specifically for hadronic matter.

1.1 FUNDAMENTAL INTERACTIONS AND CONDENSED MATTER

With the advent of the Standard Model of the fundamental particles and their
interactions and the intensive search for a possible quantum field theory of the gravitational
interaction (Quantum Gravity) it became more and more luring and urgent to base all
condensed matter theories on the underlying fundamental forces of nature. This
microscopic approach to the condensed state leads directly to a rough classification of solid
state physics being the theory of electromagnetically interacting condensed matter and
nuclear physics being the theory of strongly interacting condensed matter. On the other
hand, we have to exclude the weak and gravitational interactions from a discussion of
condensed matter theories based on a microscopic picture.

While we find gravitationally interacting condensed matter on a macroscopic scale
all around us (conventionally we call this theory Astrophysics, e.g. the earth or the solar
system are condensed states of gravity), we cannot go to microscopic scales due to a lack
of Quantum Gravity. It is interesting to note that this kind of a microscopic condensed
state of gravity has only played an important role in the very early stages of the universe
(t < 10 43 s after the big bang).

For the weak interaction, we are able to formulate reasonable microscopic theories
for condensed states, but we cannot detect them. This is due to the short range of the weak
force. Even if we go to the densest nuclei we know, the gravitationally bound neutron
stars [1], the binding energy due to the weak interaction will still be an order of magnitude
smaller than the temperature of the system. The binding energy of neutrinos in a neutron
weak mean field in the neutron star is, for example, in the Hartree approximation given by
Eg = GF nn, where nn is the neutron density and GF is the Fermi constant (the weak'V 2
charges due to protons and electrons cancel each other for an electrically neutral neutron
star nucleus). Assuming that the neutron density is several times the nuclear density, we
obtain a binding energy on the order of a few keV, while the temperature of the neutron star
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is on the order of a few tens of MeV. So overall the weak interaction in condensed states
can be considered noise to the overwhelming electromagnetic and strong foreground.

So at this point only the electromagnetic interaction based on QED and the strong
interaction seem to be suitable for investigating their condensed states with field theoretical
tools. But, considering problems that especially occur in the regularization of these
theories we have to limit ourselves even further. Due to confinement we have to split the
strong force into its fundamental interaction based on QCD and its long-range residual
interaction based on QHD. Not only is QCD rather complicated due to its large coupling
and non-abelian group structure, it is also a gauge theory, so that we have to use the
Faddeev-Popov technique to fix the gauge which introduces inconvenient ghost fields,
which in contrast to QED, do not decouple from the theory. Therefore, discussing QCD is
outside the scope of this paper. This leaves us with QED and QHD.

In most of this paper we stay completely general and our theory can be applied to
any of the interactions. Only in the chapter about regularization we do choose QHD and
therefore hadronic matter to be our condensed state. The advantage of QHD in comparison
to QED is that it is a phenomenological theory with a natural cut-off, the hadron size. In
contrast, QED is a fundamental theory where we don't have the freedom of introducing
cut-offs, which as we will see, complicates its discussion.

1.2 THE DYSON HIERARCHY

Any theory that wants to describe condensed matter has as its final aim the
derivation of the equations of state of the matter and its transport coefficients. The
equations of state give functional relationships for one of the intensive parameters of the
theory in terms of the independent extensive parameters in the steady state. These
equations can be calculated from the moments of the n -particle density matrices of the
system (the 1-particle density matrix is the phase-space distribution function). The
fluctuations of the time dependence of the n -particle density matrices determine the
transport coefficients of the matter which in turn govern the time-dependent behavior of the
theory. Therefore if we are able to calculate the n -particle density matrices and their
fluctuations we have a complete transport theory of the condensed state.

Before continuing our discussion of the field theoretical tools we use to formulate a
transport theory microscopically, we wish to remind the reader of the two main methods
developed in classical statistical mechanics for gases to achieve this goal: the BBGKY
hierarchy and Mayer's Linked Cluster Expansion [2]. To derive the BBGKY hierarchy,
we start with defining correlation functions fs which give the probability that s particles
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have specified positions and momenta in our system of interest which represents a Gibbs
ensemble. The derivation starts with Liouville's Theorem which governs the time
evolution of the Hamiltonian of our N particle system and leads then to the BBGKY
hierarchy. This hierarchy is a set of N coupled integro-differential equations, each one
consisting of a streaming term for the correlation functions fs and a "collision integral"
which relates fs to fs +1 and therefore discusses the scattering of the s particles under
consideration with an additional particle.

For an actual physical system N is very large and the coupled system can therefore
not be solved. Instead one truncates the hierarchy, setting the 3-particle correlations to zero
and approximating the 2-particle correlations using the "Hypothesis of Molecular Chaos"
which states that the range of the two-body potential between two particles ro is small in
comparison to the average particle separation, or in other words; that the particles are
approximately uncorrelated:

f2(ri, Pl; r2, P2; t) fi(ri, pi) f1(r2, P2) for In r21 >> ro

This condition is well fulfilled for gases of atoms and molecules interacting via van
der Waals forces. The approximations then lead us directly to the Boltzmann equation
which we can solve for n, the usual phase space distribution function. Since Liouville's
Theorem is an equal-time relation we can only get fluctuations depending on one time
variable out of the BBGKY hierarchy and therefore also the Boltzmann equation does not
contain any further fluctuations. One gets the fluctuations of the phase-space distribution
function in special regimes, like the hydrodynamic regime where the mean free path is
small compared to the scale of the system, by treating the time dependence of the solution
to the free gas perturbatively in the Boltzmann equation.

Another approach to obtain the phase space distribution function is the Linked
Cluster Expansion of Ursell and Mayer. Here we start from the partition function for the
Hamiltonian of a gas interacting only via two-body potentials (which is the reason that in
this theory we don't need or obtain higher-order density matrices). These two-body
interactions represent a perturbation on the partition function of the non-interacting gas.
The exponential of the potential in the phase-space integral of the partition function can then
be expanded in terms of two-particle correlation functions (these are correlations defined in
terms of the potential but they do directly relate to the probability correlations like the ones
in the BBGKY hierarchy). Ursell and Mayer then developed a diagrammatic technique to
represent the different contributions of this perturbation expansion and finally summed up
the series and obtained the equation of state. Like in the Boltzmann equation we only
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obtain fluctations in one time variable out of the theory since our Hamiltonian is
instantaneous in its time dependence.

The important point to notice here is that both approaches, the BBGKY hierarchy as
well as the Linked Cluster Expansion, are two independent solutions to the many-body
problem of the condensed state. Furthermore, the classical Linked Cluster Expansion is the
direct predecessor to all quantum-mechanical cluster expansions and their diagrammatic
representations as well as the perturbative expansions in field theories and their
diagrammatic representation due to Feynman. Especially the striking similarities between
the classical Linked Cluster Expansion and the perturbative solution to a field theory leads
then to the question if there is an analog to the BBGKY hierarchy, which yields an
additional method to solve a field theory.

The answer to this question is the Dyson hierarchy. The Dyson hierarchy consists
of an infinite set of coupled integro-differential equations, each equation relating an n -point
Green's function to the (n + 1)- or (n + 2)- point Green's function for the case of 3- and 4-
point interactions in the Lagrangian respectively. It is important to realize that the Dyson
hierarchy indeed represents an independent way to solve a field theory. It can be shown
that the Dyson hierarchy is sufficient to be uniquely solved for the Feynman perturbation
series [3].

DYSON HIERARCHY

BBGKY HIERARCHY vo

PERTURBAT I VE
METHODS

LIN<ED CLUSTER
EXPANSION

Fig. 1. Analogies between methods in classical statistical mechanics and field theories.

This paper will discuss the use of the Dyson hierarchy as a tool to investigate the
microscopic structure of a relativistic condensed state. We start in chapter 2 by defining
precisely the Green's functions of the theory and give their properties. Chapter 3 contains
the derivation of the Dyson hierarchy from a generic Lagrangian containing fermionic and
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bosonic degrees of freedom interacting via 3 and 4 point interactions, and a recipe for
truncating this hierarchy at the level of the 4 point Green's function. In chapter 4, we
discuss the crossing-symmetric reduction of the Dyson hierarchy, a procedure which
explicitly extracts the lowest excitations of the system out of the equations. Finally, in
chapter 5, we explore the regularizationof the theory for the special case of hadronic
matter. In chapter 6 we conclude with a summary and an outlook. This work adds as a
new contribution to the field the discussion of the Dyson hierarchy with 4-point interactions
in the Lagrangian and a generic procedure to do a crossing-symmetric reduction of a vertex
function to any order in the intermediate states. It also discusses problems arising in the
regularization of the theory and indicates possible solutions to this problem.

We would like to close this chapter by discussing how the n -point Green's
functions, the quantities we obtain from the Dyson hierarchy, can be used to generate the n
-particle density matrices and their fluctuations and so determine our transport theory. The
Green's functions are defined as expectation values of time-ordered products of fields, with
the fields being functions of their space-time coordinates. To relate these quantities to the
correlation functions of the BBGKY hierarchy we have to consider the Green's functions at
equal times (E.T.) and perform a Wigner transformation over the leftover space-time
coordinates.

For example, the connected 2-point Green's function of two adjoint fields 0a(xi),
4 ip(x2) is defined as (see chapter 2 for more details):

G(0c201,x2) = <T00(x2)0.0(x1)> <4ip(x2)><Oa(xi)>

If we let the time separation of the fields go to zero ((t 2 t i) 0+) we obtain the
probability density matrix nap(xi,x2):

notp(x1,x2) = <040-c(x2)4)[3,(X1)>

corrected by the disconnected part of the Green's function. From this comparison we see
that a Wigner transform of the 2-point Green's function:

a(c(2?3(x, p) a- id4x' G(a2)(i[x x e' P

A (2)combined with an integration over the energy variable of Gap yields directly the phase-
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space distribution function we used in the Boltzmann equation.

In an analogous fashion we can obtain the n-particle density matrices from the
corresponding n -point Green's functions. In addition we can calculate all the fluctuations
from the Green's functions because they contain all the time variables explicitly in a

symmetric way and can therefore be explicitly used to obtain the transport coefficients
which are due to the non-instantaneous aspects of the time dependence of the system.
Thus, the Green's functions are preferable to the density matrices as the dynamical
quantities because they are not only covariant , but also contain all the information about the
fluctuations of the system.

We conclude therefore that, by solving the Dyson hierarchy for the Green's
functions, we completely determine our transport theory of the condensed state.
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2. CONNECTED GREEN'S FUNCTIONS AND THEIR ONE-PARTICLE
IRREDUCIBLE COMPONENTS

In this section we define the Green's functions of the theory and discuss their
properties. The different kinds of generating functionals are introduced. The generating
functional for one-particle irreducible components of the connected Green's functions, the
so called vertex functions or proper vertices, are obtained by Legendre transforming the
generating functional of the connected Green's functions, and the relationship between the
connected Green's functions and the vertex functions is derived.

2.1 GREEN'S FUNCTIONS AND VERTEX FUNCTIONS [7]

The dynamical quantities we want to derive from our theory are the n-point Green's
functions which are defined as the vacuum expectation value of the time-ordered product of
n generic fields of the theory. These Green's functions satisfy both the laws of relativity
and the postulates of quantum mechanics and, as we saw in the last chapter, carry all the
information we need to determine the transport properties of the condensed state uniquely.

To concentrate now all of this information into one expression we introduce the
generating functional Z[j; fl] for the Green's functions. Here j; Ti and ri are the source
terms which produce the bosonic fields cp and fermionic fields W and Ni respectively.

A generating function can be understood as the most efficient way to incorporate a
sequence of numbers go,gi,g2 into one function:

00

im
Z(1)= gm

m.0
(2.1)

Once we know Z(j) we can reproduce the g's by taking derivatives with respect to j at j=0.
.To reproduce the Green's functions from the generating functional Z[j; we use in

analogy functional variation with respect to the sources and then let the sources approach
zero.

A standard generating function in physics is the partition function Z(7) of statistical
mechanics (here T is the temperature). It actually turns out that the partition function is a
rather theoretical construct and that it is much more convenient to introduce the Helmholtz
free energy F as the generating function:
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F (T)
N kT

Z(T) = e

where N is the number of particles in the Gibbs ensemble and k is the Boltzmann constant.
From the free energy we can then derive all thermodynamic properties of the system in a
straightforward way.

We apply the same procedure for our generating functional Z[j; Ti]. Here we
want to get rid of the disconnected parts which only yield contributions to the normalization
of physical quantities. The generating functional for the connected Green's function

.

WD; rl, T1] is therefore defined as:

wLi;
ZU; e (2.2)

Until now we only found a way to proceed from the generating functional W to the

connected Green's functions of the theory. The next step is to derive an independent way
to calculate this generating functional. In statistical mechanics we use the phase space
integral of the exponential of the reduced Hamiltonian ki(T;(r,p)) of the system of interest
to obtain the partition function Z(T):

Z(T) SdF (r e-A(T;(r,P)),

where dF(r,p) stands for the phase space integration of the n-particle sysem and A(r,p) is
given by the reduced Hamiltonian

kT

A (T; (P,4)) = (T; (p,q))

In analogy we use in the calculation of the generating functional Z[j; Ti] the functional
.integration over the fields of the exponential of the action AD; Ti , Ti (0; lif, N')] of our field

theory:

ZU;
="-: f/X(1:1*, V, V) e LAU; (4; W, Ni)] (2.3)
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where D(4); Vi, v) stands for the functional integration over the boson and feimion fields of
our theory and the action A is given by:

AU; ri, Ti (0; V, 01

A(1); V, V) + SCI4X [Dc (-X)Oa(X) +1( ria(X)Va(X) Va(X)fla(X))1 (2.4)
a a

Herelstands for the classical action of the theory:

AO; v, N) .10314x L [0(x); v(x), v(x)] (2.5)

This completes the procedure of how to get the Green's functions, the dynamical quantities
of the theory: we start by defining our Lagrangian L, then calculate the generating
functional for the connected Green's functions W using (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) and
finally find the Green's function by varying W with respect to the sources and then letting
the sources go to zero. The Green's functions we obtain in this way are the connected
Green's functions. They are tabulated in Table 1 up to the 4-point Green's function.
So, the basic input in our theory is the Lagrangian of the system of interest. This
Lagrangian is only a function of the fields, not of the sources. It seems to be reasonable
therefore to ask if there is also a generating functional that does not depend on the sources
but rather on the fields.

The same question arises in statistical mechanics where we have the Helmholtz free
energy depending on the intensive variable temperature T. By making a Legendre
transform to the internal energy Uwe obtain a quantity that only depends on extensive
variables, i.e. we replace the temperature T by the entropy S:

F(T,V,N)a U(S, V, N) TS

In analogy we Legendre transform the generating functional of the connected Green's
functions W, which is a functional of the source terms, to obtain the generating functional
of the vertex functions F, which is a functional of the fields only.

WU; i TI O; v, V] + i fdx{ ./a(x)$a(x) Tia(x)wa(x) + va(x)Tia(x)1 (2.6)a a
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It turns out that the vertex functions we obtain by a functional variation of F with respect to
the fields (see table 1) are 1-particle irreducible and therefore represent the highly connected
pieces of diagrams.

Finally if we expand the generating functional of the vertex functions F
semiclassically in the number of loops we find that F is equal to the classical action I up to
order 12. F is therefore conventionally called the effective action of the theory since the
higher order terms in Ti represent the quantum fluctuations of the theory. This is again
analogous to the internal energy U of statistical mechanics, which not only represents the
expectation value of the Hamiltonian of the system but also the thermodynamic fluctuations
due to the statistical nature of the system.

This concludes the discussion of the Green's and vertex functions. For explicit
derivations of the statements we derived from analogy to statistical mechanics we refer the
reader to references [3,4,5,6,8].
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2.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CONNEC GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
AND THE VERTEX FUNCTIONS

In the last section we showed how to obtain the Green's functions of the theory
starting from its Lagrangian. The procedure relied heavily on functional integration and
variation which puts harsh constraints on its feasability in the real (computer) world. To
avoid this procedure we use either perturbative methods or the Dyson hierarchy. In this
paper we want to discuss the Dyson hierarchy which yields integro-differential

relationships between the Green's functions of the theory (see chapter 3). It is now
advantageous to cast the Dyson hierarchy in terms of vertex functions instead of Green's
functions. The reason for this is two-fold. First of all the vertex functions are directly
related to the bare vertices in the Lagrangian which actually represent the lowest order
approximation to the vertex functions (therefore also called dressed vertices) and secondly
the vertex functions are one-particle irreducible so that they do not contain singularities due
to propagators. They still contain singularities corresponding to 2-particle intermediate
states and in general many-particle intermediate states. Based on its one-particle
irreducibility we will, in chapter 4, perform a crossing-symmetric reduction of the 2-
particle intermediate states in the equations to also remove the cuts due to these 2-particle
intermediate states. We finally will be left with highly connected vertex functions, rather
well behaved and containing all the complicated information of dressed vertices.

In this section we show now how to obtain the vertex functions directly from the
connected Green's functions without going through a Legendre transformation and vice
versa. Let's start for example with a relation between the boson propagator and the boson
2-point vertex function. The boson field is given by (see table 1):

8W[i; 11, 11]
$a(x)

i6ja(x)

differentiating now with respect to the field Op we obtain:

6 ( 6W
8013(x2) i8ja(x1),

= 8a13 64 (x1-x2)

(2.7)

+i dx3
62w 621-- 82w 62F

f [
7 6/03)6/a(xi) 6$13(x2)807(x3) c 6TIc(x3)6/a(x1) 6413(x2)6wc(x3)



62w 62F

c oric(x3)5idx1) 50i3(x2)6wc(x3) J

Taking the sources to zero, we find using the definitions of table 1:

) )i 'Sao 64(xi-x2) = fdx3 G(ay(Xl, x3) r(2yp(x3, x2)
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(2.8)

(2.9)

We proceed in a similar fashion to obtain the relationship between the fermion propagator
and the fermion 2-point vertex function. The antifermion field is given by:

11, 11l
Va(x)

8W[j;

i61-1a(x)
(2.10)

We would like to remark here that taking the sources for the fermion fields to zero, which,
as we saw, yields the same result as taking the expectation value of the corresponding time
ordered fields, forces the expectation values to be zero since we can produce fermions only
in fermion antifermion pairs. Therefore, also all expectation values over an odd number
of felinion

5

fields will

( 5147

vanish. Differentiating now (2.10) with respect to xvb(x) we obtain:

Sab 64(x1-x2)

62W 82F 62w 62F

Clifb(x2)

= Scix3

ci6T1a(x1))

[
tyy(x3)o1la(x1) olifb(x2)00ytX3) c 011c(X3)611a(X1) 5WIAX2)31111c(x3)

82w 82F
+ _

c 611c(x3)611a(xi) 6iNx2)6Vc(x3)
(2.11)

In this expression explicit care has to be taken about the ordering of sources and fields
since the sources obey a Grassmann algebra necessary due to the anticommuting property
of fennion fields.

Taking the sources to zero, we find from the definitions of table 1:



dab 64(x1 -x2) = jdx3 G
(2)
cc (xi, X3) r (2)

(th ,x3, x2)
c
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(2.12)

From equation (2.9) and (2.12) we see that the vertex functions F(2) are the inverses of the
Green's functions G(2). Differentiating (2.8) and (2.11) with respect to further fields
yields the relationships between higher order Green's functions and vertex functions.
These relations and the equations they are obtained from (i.e. higher order differentials of
(2.8) and (2.11)) can be found in table 2 for the Green's functions up to the 4-point
Green's function.

We see from table 2 that the relations become more and more complicated the more
legs the Green's functions have. It is therefore very useful to use a diagrammatic recipe to
depict these integral relations. The symbols used in this diagrammatic representation are
listed in table 3.

The suffix (0) indicates here the bare quantities. Furthermore every loop or tadpole
supplies a factor of ( -1) if we go from the equations to the graph and finally arrows have to
be put on fermion lines to indicate the motion in time of the fermion along the line, i.e. the
arrow points from the creation of the fermion to its destruction. The different symbols are
connected at corners which have a common summation index and a common integration
variable which is to be summed and integrated over respectively. Figure 2 represents the
relationship between Green's functions and vertex functions for 3 and 4 legs
diagrammatically.

We would like to conclude this chapter by reviewing the whole procedure discussed
in this chapter for the 5-point Green's function. In chapter 3 we will truncate the Dyson
hierarchy at the level of the 4-point Green's function. The 5-point Green's function will
still survive this truncation as a relic of the 4-point interactions contained in our Lagrangian
which connect the n-leg Green's function to the (n + 2) - leg Green's functions in the
Dyson hierarchy. Therefore we need to discuss the 5-point Green's function explicitly
(This extends the discussion of [6]).

The first step is to construct the three connected 5-point Green's functions from the
generating functional W:

(5) 85WG afhoe(xi,x2,x3,x4,x5)
JE(x5) i6j8(x4nOli(x3)10J13(x2)101a(x1)

jrm -->0

(2.13)
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tf andex1,X2,X3'X4,x5)

Glde(X1;X2,X3 ,X4 ,X 5) =

65W

jrm--->0

(2.14)

(2.15)

tOiy(x3)i0J13(x2)i0ja(X1)/

65W

1.611 e(X5)i8T1d(X4)i511c(X3)i4311b(X2)ikoc(X1)

The Lagrangian we will choose in chapter 3 does not contain any 5-point interaction but
we have to choose our phase convention consistent with the crossing-symmetric 1-particle
reduction of the 5-point vertex functions discussed in chapter 4:

(5) 85Fraf3y8e(x

pmA)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

,x2,x3,x4J5)
.50E(x5)808(x4)547(x3)80p(x2)800.(xi)

(5) 85rFapyde(X1,X2,X3 ;X4 ,X5)
80i(X3)6013 (X2)54)a(X 1) OWe(x5)6Vd(x4)

(5) 85r
Fabcde(x 1 j2 'X3'

X4 ,X5 )
8W e(x5)8Vcl(X4)

Starting now from

6 8 6 8

8W c(X3)43N

' 8W

f b(x2)80cc(X 1)

=0

=0

50e(x5) 54)5(x4) 80,f(x3) 6402)

6 5 6 6

i8.ta.(x1))

( 6W

84 )&5) 51)5(x4) 607(x3) 6Ifb(x2) ,--jOrla(x)),



8 5 8 8

84)&5) 5111d(x4) 8Nic(x3) 81Ifb(x2)

(
c/.511a(X1))

=0
ATI 40
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(2.21)

we obtain the relations between the connected Green's functions and the vertex functions:

,-,(5) A _ r,(5) ,t_facyp,Oxi,X5',x6',x7',x9') = i I fdx2dx3dx4dxsu-A.8. epyookx5,x2,x3,x4,-,Y8)
01'80

(2) (2), , ,(2), , ,(2) , , (2) ,xGac(xl, x5) GpE,v2, xs') urc,V3, x6') usp,tx4, x7) ug,kx8, x9')

() ,
i / jdX2dx3dx4ax51

Eh , (2) ,(2) , ,(2) ,xG(3) t,(xi xs x9') croE,v2, x5') cr ,lx3, x6') (-T 8 'lx4, x7')ae, rc P

T.,(4)i dx2dx3dxsux81 coyo(x5,x2,x3,x8)
E y

,-,(3)
(x1,

(2), , ,(2) , , (2) ,xt.7 ,x1, x5, x7') (.7 ps,(x2, X5') Li- ,(X3, x6') L7 ,:g.(x8, x9')P YK

,_,(4) ,
i IVx2dx4dx5(1,(81- 6084)(x5,x2,x4,x8)
EPS

(3) e(xi, x5, x6.) (2)
( x2, x5') u(2

)
,l x4, x7')

,(2)
.(x8, x9')RE' 8

P g,, ,
i / VX3dx4dx6011-x81 icy(4) oolx6,x3,x4,x8)
y8x

(3) ,(2) , , ,,(2) , , ,(2) ,xGaelc(xi, x5., x6) u ,(x3, X6') (.7 8 ,lx4, x7') u*,(x8, x9')YK P

43) \,- (3)+ idx2dx3dx4dx5dx6uA81 1- epykx5,x2,x3)1 K8o(x6,x4,x8)
DT EKO

(3) , ,(2), , ,(2), ,(2) (2)xuaEx(xi, x5, x6) G pc (x2, Xs) urc,(X3, x6') G op,(x4, x7) (-7,g,(x8, x9')

,-(3) , r(3)+ jcix2dX3dx4dx5dx6uA81 ep8tx5,x2,x4P- Kyo(x6,x3,x8)
P7OEKO

(3) (2) ,(2), , ,(2) , (2),xGaeic(xi, x5, x6) G pe,(x2, X5.) urc,(x3, x6') G op.lx4, x7') (-70A.lx8, x9')

A.,,. ,-(3) , \I--(3) ,+ fdx2dx3dx4dx5dx6u-A,87 Epo(x5,x2,x8)7 Ky5 -X6 ,X3 )X4)
PlioemP

(3) , , (2), ,(2) , ,(2) , ,(2) ,xGaex(xl, x5, x6) cr pe.(x2, Xs) cf ,(X3, X6') v8 .V4, x7') u(g.lx8, x9')YK Sp

A.,, 143)
i i Idx2dx3uA.51 E137(5,x2,x3)
E y



(4) , , ,(2), , ,(2) ,xG ,,l.X.1,x5,x7',x9') Cr g,V2, X5') Li 'lX3, x6')aep ,.
YK

A.,, r1' ; idX2dX4UA51 T e
)
skx5,x2,x4)

R E
(4) , , ,(2) , , ,(2) ,

xGoteic,oxi,x5,x6',x90) G pe,lx2, x5') u 5 ,lx4, x7')
P

1,
fdx3dx4u-467. icy5(X6,X3,x4)

ySic
,(2), , ,(2) ,xG(4), x6') G 5 kx4, x7')a £ K YK

i
0

143)
I idx2dxsu-.8. ei3ex5,x2,x8)

RE
(4) , (2),

x2, x5') cp0-
(2)

t (p6,x8, x9')
Sclx3dx6u-481 r, y() o(X3,x6,x8)

YKO

xG(4) (), (24)aE,Kp,(xi,x5',x6,x7') yxkx3, x6') c_7 (0,(x8, xco)

i 143)
id-X4dX7U-4,81 poO(X7,X4J8)

50P
(4) (2), (2) ,xGae,ic,p(xi,x5',x6',x7) 8pAx4, X7')

,
04'kX85 XV)
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(2.22)

,-,(5) , ", 145) ((11c,ptt'ae'kx6',X7',x9';Xl,x5') = i E fca2dx3dx4dx5.8. eby,50kx5,x2;x3,x4,x8)
eb780

(2) (2) , (2), , ,(2) , ,(2)xGcr (xl, x5) ube,(x2, X5') (.7 ,kx3, X6') u GS (x4, x7') L-r 0'kX8) X9')YK P

1eIypx2dx3dx4_usi
,(eb)

y8(x5,x2;X3J4,)

(3) , ,(2), , ,(2) ,
x6')

,(2) ,xGa4,(xl, x5; x9') ube'lX2, x5') uyic'lx3, x6') u sp,lx4, x7')

r,(4)i Iipx2dx3dxsux81 b v5 x2' x3,x8)y0 , ,eby
(3) (2), , ,(2), , ,(2) ,xGaep,(xi, x5; x7') Cr be,V2, x5') u ,lx3, x6' 1 (-T (glX8, -x9')YK

kx5,x2;x4 J8)
, ,_,(4) ,i ; idx2dx4dx5ux81 eb541

eb (1)
(3) ,(2), , ,(2) , , ,(2) ,xGaelc,(xi, x5, x6') u ps,V2, X5') (-75 ,kx4, x7') kJ o' ,lx8, x9')P ;

,i Vx3dx4dx6(118,_,1
(4)
icy5olx6,x3,x4,x8)

Y K
,-,(3) 1 , (2), , (2), , ,.,(2) ,xu _ , kxi x5'' x6) Cr *X3, X6') Li 5 ,kx4, x7') Li 'LX8. X9')ae1C " yx P 4:,,, '



A__ 143) vr.(3)
IdX2dX3dX4dX5C1X6u-481 ebylX5,X2;X3)1 ic5o(X6,X4,X8)eby

,(3) , (2), ,(2), (2) (2)XuaeK(Xi, X5; X6) Ube,V2, X5') ,lx3, x6') 5 'lXzt, x7') t-7 (g,(x8, x9')

r,(3) vr-(3)
5dX2dX3dX4dX5C1X6u-481 ebolX5,X2;X8)1 Ky5(X6,X3,X4)eby

,(3) , (2), ,(2)( ,(2) , (2),XurcieKVI, x5; x6) Cr be,V2, x5') G, (x3, x6') 5p'kx4, -X7') -r04'l3C81 XV)

A., 143) r-,(3)
SCIX2dX3dX4dX5dX6`"81 eb8(X5,X2,X4)-1, Kyo(X6,X3,X8)eby x(1)

(2), (2), (2),
XuaeljX1, X5; x6) kJ bekX2, X5') (-1,fic*X3, X6') LT 5p,lX4, x7') (-i(g,(X8, x9')

i fc1X2dX3u-^-51 eby(X5,X2,X3)eby
(4) , (2), ,(2) ,XGaerf4,VbX5;X7',X9') L-Tbe,V2, X5') UrlX3, X6')

i
b5

idX2dX4" 51 eb5(X5,X2;X4)
e

(4) ,(2), ,(2) ,
XGaeic,4,(X1,X5,X6',X9') be,lX2, X5') (-r,sfyl-X4, )

i fdX3dx4t-u 61 icy5(X6,X3J4)
K

(4) , ,(2),
xGae,K,k-Xi,X5';X6,x9') G ,kx3, X6') t-r 5 .lx4, x7')YK

be

143)
E fdx2dxsu-4,8,- bo(xs,x2;x8)

(4) ,(2), ,(2) ,XGaelc,p,(X1,X5,X6',X7') be,V2, X5' I Li (g,V8, x9')

i .... 143)
Jdx3dx6uA81 (-X3,X6,X8)

(4) , ,(2), ,(2)XGaocp,VbX5';X6,X7') llyfekX3, X6') G (g'(X81 X9')

i T-(3)
idX4dX7u-A-81 50(X7,X4,X8)

84)P
(4) , (2), ,(2) ,XGaeyp V1,X5';X6',X7) k-78 ,lx4) X7') (-TIA'lX81 X9')
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(2.23)

,X4 ;X8 )

(5) / r(5)Gae,/cejokX9`;XI,X5',X6',X7')
VX2d-X3dX4CLI5uA81 ebcdO(-15,-X2,X3bcde

(2), ,(2), , ,(2), (2), (2) ,XCrce X5) UbekX2, X59 jeckX6', X3) t-T df kX4, X7') k-rg'lX8) X9')

r-,(4)
4 Ec.C1X2dX3dX511-X81 cho(X2,X3;X5,X8)

bcE



(3)
XGafe(Xl, x7'; x5)

,(2), , ,(2), , ,(2) ,
("" be'-x2, -x5' I LT kcl-x6' , x3) k-7 ot.lx8, X9')

r,(4) ,+i 1 fCY2C1x3dX41-1A51 ebcdl-X5,x2;x3,X4)bcde

,-,(3) , ,(2), ,(2), , ,(2) ,
X'-rae'kX1' X5' X6') k-rbe'kX2' X5') kir le CV6'' X3) k-11:1-Y8' X9')

,,.._ T-,(4) ,
+i 1 SCIX3dX4dX6UA81 cdolX3,X4',X6,X8)

cch0
(3) ,(2),

X3)
,(2), , ,(2),

XGae,,K(xi, x5'; x6) Uk,c(X6', X3) udf l-X4, X7' 1 ti df (x8, X9')

,4_ 143) \,-(3)± I fdX2dX3dX4dX5C1X6u-A-81 ebolX.5,X2;X8P-
bcdoc0 cdx(X3>X4;X6)

(3)
x6)

,(2), ,(2), ,(2),
X7')

,(2) ,XGaelc(xi, x5; X6) (..r be,lX2, -x5' ) t-r k,clX6', x3) Li cif l-X4, X7') (-1 ot'kX89 X9')

A., 143) , vr() ,E fdx2dx3d-x4dx5dx6.8. cbEkx3,x2;x5)i kdokx6,_x4;x8)
bcdkeep

,(3) , ,(2), , ,(2), ,(2), (2)XuaeK(xi, x5; X6) Vbe,V2, X5') vieclX6', X3) LT df lx4, -x7' 1 (--Y oVx8, -x9')

A 143) ,
i 1 idX2d13u-A,51 cbElX2,X3;X5)
bcs

,(4) , , (2), (2),XUafA1,X7';X5,X9') ube'lX2, X5') uk'clX6', X3)

r
fdX3C1X4L"6k cc

(3)
hc(X3,X4;X6)

cdic
(4) ,(2), ,(2),XGae,K.(X1,X5';X6,X9') ukclX6', X3) Li- ql-x4, -x7')

A . v(3) /iI fdx2dx5u_A.7i. ewx5,x2;x8)
bef

(4) , ,(2), ,(2) ,XGaekfX1J5,X6',X7') x5') k-r cg'kX45 x7')

dfq

AE fdx4dx7uAsi fo(x7,x4 ;x8)
)

XG(a4)oc p, (,
k-f
(2) ,

1,X5',X6',X7) d2)f lX4, x7') (g.lX8, X9')

a
(3)

fdx3dx6dxarcko(x3,x6;x8)
co

(4) ,(2), ,(2)XGae./cf(X1,X5',X6,X7') k-rk.clX6', X3) u,'(X8, X9') (2.24)
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whose diagrammatic representation is given in Figure 3. The symbols S(n,rn) and A(n,m)
with n,m integers appearing in Figure 3 are the usual permutation symbols. They stand for
keeping n legs of the diagram fixed and permuting the other m legs freely. For example in
the equation for the 5-point boson vertex the first symmetrization operator S(0,5)

5!represents the 737- possible permutations of the diagram. The denominator here corrects
for the indistinguishability of the legs linked to the 3- and 4-point vertices. Another
example is the first symmetrization operator in the equation for the 3-boson-2-fermion
vertex S(2,3). It stands for possible permutations of the diagram. The two legs to be
kept fixed are the fermion legs, while we permute the 3 boson legs on the 4-point
interaction. It is important here to realize that we have to imagine the 4-point interaction to
be the geometric analog ofa tetrahedron, so that the arrow of the fermion line does not
enable us to distingush between the boson legs of this diagram. Finally, we also need the
antisymmetrization operator A. The symbol A(1,2,2) in the equation for the 4-fermion-1-
boson vertex function antisymmetrizes each pair of fermion and antifermion lines separately
and so generates four possible diagrams out of each diagram it operates upon.



order basic equation relation

2 8 ( 81V i 84 84(xt-x2) = I jav3 Gay(xi , x3) r Tp(X3, x2)
r

(2) (2)
0-(X1-;(2)

4WD (i5ic(xi )
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C
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54IaT2) iOT laCY i)
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80)03) 4W2 ibiet(xi)
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50)(X3) 5Ifb(-r2) (--i5r1dx1)

4 8 8 5 81V (4)
Gaelepoi,x5,,x6,,x7) =

(2) , ,(4) (2) (2) (2)
i Vdx2(113dx4dX5 GaJTI,X5) i oyst.r5,x2,x3,x4) Goe(x2,139 GiK03,-T6') G 8,1,04,-vT)

13 y c

(3) (2) (2) (2)I jox2dx3di5dx8cLigctrio roi(x5,-1-2.-1-3) G pe(x2.-T5') Grc,(13.-1-6')G ao)(1t J8)e One

(3) (2) (2)
X rwi0(3-8,3"9,Xio) G ,,(r9,x3) G try(x tom')

(3) (2) (2) (2)1 E jth2dx4dX5dX8dxsidcm r 005 ,X 2,X4) G pe(x2,-V5') G 8p(X4 ,X7')G a GP I -v8)PIE One

(3) (2) (2)
X Fone(x8,x9,-xt 0) G TE(x9.-Y3) G/K.(x10,-Y6')

,(3) (2) (2) (2)
I jd.C3d.T4(1354X8d39(1310 I KWX6,3.3,X4) G re(x3,x6.) G 4j-14.2(7)G ac,,(T 1 ,x8)y K On

(3) (2) (2)
x rone(x8,X9,X1a) G te,(1-9.x5') G TIC(X I C/j6)

646(x4) 807(x3) 84)130-2) ika(xi)

Table 2. Relation between connected Green's functions and vertex functions.
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Table 2. continued
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quantity in equation corresponding symbol
(2)

iG (0)
or --)---,. w--

(2)
iG or

G(3) or

(3)
r(0)

r (3) < or

G(4)

. ,

or or

(4)r (0)

(4)r or or

G(5) or
411

or

r(5) 0 or 0 or 0

Table 3. Rules for constructing a diagramatic representation for integral equations. Dashed
lines with arrows and continuous lines represent fermion lines, dashed lines without
arrows and wiggly lines represent boson lines.
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+

+ i

+

Fig. 2. Relationship between the connected 3- and 4-point Green's functions and the S-
and 4-point vertex functions.
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Fig. 3. Relation between the connected 5-point Green's functions and the 5-point vertex
functions.
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3. THE DYSON HIERARCHY

We are now ready to write down the Dyson hierarchy starting from a Lagrangian
that contains bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom interacting via 3- and 4-point
interactions. We then truncate this hierarchy at the level of the connected 4-point Green's
function using the T matrix (0(4)).

3.1 THE LAGRANGIAN AND THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The most general Lagrangian containing interacting boson fields Oa and fermion
spinors Nia, sufficient for the discussion of fundamental as well as phenomenological field
theories, is:

L(x) = [apAx(x) BJ avOp(x) tikx(x) m2a0 413(x)
a,I3

+ E wa(x)(i 14-t ap, ma ) wa(x)
a

Ifdydz Oy(z) I()apy(x,y,z) 00(y) 0a(x)
a,13

Efdydz Nic(z) 1-((0jabc(x;Y,z) Vb(Y) 0a(x)
a,b,c

(Ifolwdydz 05(w) 01,(z) F(0)4)
043-y5(x,y,z,w) 013(y) Oa(x)

(4)_ v riz..)--w%-tYLtz Vd0411 Nickzi (0)abccilX,Y,z,w) Wb(Y) Nfa(x)
a,b,c,d

r(o)csv ft, ( 1 rL.,)%--wLLY-z ypkw) Nid\z) (0)4ccilx,Y;z,w) Nic(Y) Oa(x)
a,f3,c,d

(3.1)

Here Bi/v is a bilinear metric that can be found by comparison with the actual Lagrangian.
This tensor has a block diagonal form with the rank of the submatrices equal to the rank of
the representation in space-time or in flavor space of the particles described by this
submatrix.

The 3- and 4-point interactions between the fields are necessary and sufficient to
describe all fundamental interactions but they are only sufficient to describe a
phenomenological field theory. For example non-relativistic QED contains 4-point
interactions, but in general no higher order interactions (there is the possibility of higher-
order non-linear terms but even the electron-phonon coupling is in general not taken up to
higher orders than 4[101). Another example is hadronic matter. Here the Walecka
modelP 1] shows that 3-point interactions alone cannot produce stable matter therefore we
have to go up at least to 4-point interactions to make the system bound. Thus, while the
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structure of the 4 fundamental theories and the demand to regularize them limits us naturally
to 3- and 4-point interactions for them, we have to cut off higher order interactions (0(5))
in phenomenological theories using the argument that 3- and 4-point interactions seem to be
sufficient to describe the system of interest.

The Lagrangian contains all the information about our system in a compact form.
To make this information more easily accessible, we derive the equations of motion for all
the n-point vertex functions from the Lagrangian. The set of all equations of motion forms
then the Dyson hierarchy. The equations of motion are obtained by varying the action A
(2.4) with the additional condition that the fields obey the usual equal time commutation
relations. A more practical approach is to vary the generating functional for the Green's
function Z (2.2 and 2.3) with respect to the degrees of freedom of the system. For the
boson field Oa we thus obtain:

o = f D(0% w, w)
[

+ ja(x)
L 500,(x)

e iA (3.2)

We replace now the fields in (3.2) with the variation of W with respect to the appropriate
source term:

0 =I
80cc(x) i8j i

, a(x)] 1;11, 11 ).
81 6

; )+
.

Expressing the classical action / (2.5) using the Lagrangian in (3.1) we obtain:

0 = { ja(X) 2
R

[BR + qvaaVai_t+ 1/224 + 17l2pa ] 8
R ikp(x)

1 fdydz F(s)apy(x,y,z) i6 .8
(3)

R7 Sjy(z) iSjp(y)

E j, ,, r(3) i S S
uyuz i (0)abcx;y,z)

bc i&nc(z) i8-11b(Y)
(4) S S S

R78
E fdwdydz F(s)apy,5(x,Y,z,w)

(4) S S Sy Jdwdydz r(s)apcd(x>w;Y>z)
Rai _i8Tid(z) igic(y)

(3.3)

ew (3.4)

The definitions of the different symmetrized bare vertex functions (labeled with the
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subscript (S)) are tabulated in table 4. If we carry out the differentiations with respect to
the sources we obtain our field equation for the bosonic degree of freedom:

(2)
0 = ja(x) + Eidxi r(o)aoci(x,x1) 8W

a1
iki(xl)

(3) 82w 5W SW 1-y, Idydz F(s)apy(x,Y,z)
L .,. , ,_., ± -R . / \ .8. 7-PY topykzflojpty) iujykz) 1 Jrju)

E (3) 82w 8W SW i
-b r(o)abc(x;Y,z) [ + -7 Jbc -i&ric(z)ishb(Y) -i811c(z) ishb(Y)

63W 62W 6W1 Jdwdydz F(A))475(x,y,z,w) [ +
(3145 iks(vOiki(z)i6jp(y) i8j8(w)i8j,y(z) i6Ny)

82W SW 52W SW SW 6W SW -1

i8j8(w)i8jf3(y) iSjy
+ +

(z) iSjy(z)i8jp(y) i8j5(w) i6j5(w) i6j7(z) iojp(y)
(4) 83Wki fdwdydz r(s)a0cd(x;w;Y,z) [ .,. . , \.6-- ,,,,wipkw,--kindkz)i Ticky)

82w SW 82w 6W

i6j13(w)-iO11d(z) i8-Tic(Y) -i811d(z)i811c(Y) i8.if3(Y)
5 w 82w 8W 6W SW

(3.5)+
-i8tici(z) i8j13(w)i.5-1c(Y) i6/0(w) -i8nd(z) i81c(Y)

Here we used the definition of the free-boson wave operator.

,((
o)) aa

1
= 1 [Ba v v + B"a ava + maCi+ ma a ]8(x x1) (3.6)

We will use equation (3.5), the field equation for the bosonic degree of freedom, to derive
all equations of motion for the all-boson n -point vertex functions by taking higher-order
derivatives of (3.5) with respect to the source./ and then taking all the sources to zero (see
section 3.2).

We can use now the same procedure to derive the field equation for the fermionic
degrees of freedom. First we vary the generating functional Z with respect to the fermion
field Iva,

0 .4.1_( 8 - 5

L 5Wa(x) i8j
)+ T1 a(x) W(P, 1, ) (3.7)



then express again the classical action / (2.5) in terms of the Lagrangian L in (3.1) and
carry out the differentiations:

(2)
0 = ria(x) (0)wakx%-x)

SW

toil(x)

82w
fdydz 1 [(34ca(Y;z,x) +

pc i8i-ic(z)i8jr3(y) /8Tic(z) /8/0(y)

1, fdwdydz Frp)obcda(w,Y,z,x) [
bcd -i(111-. d(z)i th- l c(Y)i8i811b(w)

62w SW 62w SW 62w SW+ + +
-iSrld(z)i311c(Y) i8-11b(w) i811c(Y)i671b(w) -iarld(z) i611b(w)-jasild(z)

SW SW SW+

53W

1.6Tib(w) iClic(Y) -iand()')

1.811c(Y)

3w
E fdwdydz 14(40))pyda(y;w*,z,x) [

.
13yd /6/13(Y)i6T1d(z)i8j7(w)
82w 5W 52w SW 82w+ + _ +ki {3 (y)i8-rid(z) iSjy(w) i6jp(y)iky(w) iSTld(z) iSjy(w)i ST1d(z)

SW SW SW+
iSjy(w) iSjr3(y) iSrld(z)
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The definitions of the antisymmetrized bare vertex function (labeled with the subscript (A))
is given in table 4 and the free-fermion wave operator is defined as:

(2)
Fnata(x ,x) = ocea(iyii a'pL + Ma,) 05(x' x) (3.9)

Equation (3.8) is the field equation for the fennionic degree of freedom and we will obtain
all n-point vertex functions containing fermion legs by taking further derivatives with
respect to the fields and then taking the sources to zero.

Finally let's inspect the expectation value of the field equations, taking the sources
.

to zero:nila We obtain from (3.8) identically zero which is the same as realizing that
fermion fields have a zero expectation value to conserve fermion number. From (3.5) on
the other hand we obtain the expectation value of the field Oa.
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afdil r((o))cax (x,xi) <Oa (x1)> =
l

1 1

+
7

Jdydz 1(3s)ray(x,y,z)[G(Py,z) + < Op (y) > < 07(z) >]
ii

(2)E Jdydz r (3)ab (x.y z) G (z Y)(0) c , , cb 'be
(4) r (3) (2)

+R
fdwdydz F(s)apy5(x,y,z,w)LG 01,8(y,z,w) + G ydz,w) < Op(y) >

RY6
(2) )+ Gpgy,w) < $7(z)$7(z) >+ G (2y(,z)

< 08(w) >+ < 08(w) > < $R(y) > < 07(z) >1

4 fdwdydz F () apcd(x;w0,z)f Gpcd (w;z,y) + G d (z 01) < 013(Y) > I (3.10)

Here we used the definitions of table 1. To be able to do the integrations necessary in
equation (3.10) we need to know the Green's functions at equal times and coordinates to
accommodate the locality of the bare vertices. But the Green's functions are defined as the
expectation value of the time-ordered product of fields, so that we obviously get different
results for G cb

(2)
depending on from which side we approach the equal time condition. This

problem can be resolved by realizing that the terms of the Lagrangian responsible for the
ambiguity represent the fermion density ncb(z,y), i.e. they represent vv. for particles and
inv for antiparticles. We have therefore to substitute :

2()
G cb(z,Y) --> nbc(y,z) where nbc(y,z) =--- G b+ c.(y,z) + G cb(z,Y) (3.11)

+
Here Gcb(z,y) represent the propagators for particles and antiparticles respectively. By
multiplying now (3.10) with the free-boson propagator and using (2.9) we obtain the
Dyson equation for the expectation value of the boson field Oa corresponding to the
equation of motion for the connected 1-point Green's function:

<0 E0,0> = -i 1 jdu G((20)ka(u,x) t
e

r (2)+ Jdydz 1(3s))apy(x,y,z)LGfl(y,z) + < 00(y) > < Oy(z) >]

(3)y, Jdydz r( nbc(y,z)
bc

(4)+
RY
E Jdwdydz F(s)j3y8(x,y,z,w)[< 08(w) > < $R(y) > < oy(z) >

6



(2) (2) (2)+ Gy8(z,w) < 41:9(y) > + G p8(y,w) < (1)7(z) >+ G 130,z) < 08(w) >

-i fdx1dx2dx3 GR(Y,x3) FUic(x3J2,-x1) G(c7)(x2,z) G(K2(x1,w) ]

fdwdydz Frsjapcd(x;w;Y,z)[ nbd(Y,z) < 4)13(Y) >

-1-iI jdxidx2dx3 ned(x2,z) r-Kef(xi;x2J3) G(K2i)3(xi,w) ncity,x3)i)
icef

32

(3.12)

The diagrammatic representation of this integral equation is given in figure 4. It represents
the Hartree equation for a mean field built up out of 3- and 4-point interactions. The
equation looks more familiar if we only consider 3-point interactions. The diagrammatic
representation of this relation is shown in figure 10.
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bare vertex in equation of

motion

diagramatic

representation

relation to the bare vertices of the

Lagrangian
(3)

r(S)ali7(x'Y,z)

Y
(3) .,(3)

,(0),(x,y,z) + i (0)0a(',z,x)

+ r(3)(0)YWzX,Y)
(4)

r(s)apyo(x,y,z,w)
(4) (4)

1-(0)(47.5(X'Y'z'w) + F. (0)8aPY(w'r,3',z)

(4) ()
+ F(o)ysap(z,w,x,y) + r (0)p75a(y,z,w,x)

(4)

1-(s)alicd(X,w:Y,Z)
(4) (4)

r(o)apcd(X,w;y,Z) + ropard(w,X;y,Z)

(4)r i ilz v n. 1-1(A)adr6,-r)',--,
(4) (4)

1-(0)bcd(z,y,w,x) Forbd,.(z,y,x,w)

(3)
I (0)aliy(X,Y,Z)

(3)
i(0)00(,(X;y,Z) y
_,)

I (0).,,y .,,,,,w,

(4)
1(0)Ctilcd(X,w;Y,:) X

(4)

1(0)abcd(Z,Y,w,X) X

Table 4. Relations between the bare vertices in the equation of motion and the bare vertices
in the Lagrangian.



+ S(1,3)

Fig. 4. Mean-field equation for the boson field.
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3.2 DERIVATION AND TRUNCATION OF THE DYSON EQUATIONS

Based on the field equations for the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom we
will now derive the Dyson hierarchy by using derivatives of the field equations (3.5) and
(3.8) with respect to the sources and then take the sources to zero. The integral equations
appearing in this derivation are rather lengthy and we therefore develop first a diagrammatic
procedure to obtain these Dyson equations.

Let's derive first the Dyson equation for the boson propagator. We start from the
field equation for the bosonic degree of freedom (3.5), differentiate it with respect to LI( ,

2
take the sources to zero and use the definitions of the connected Green's function in table 1
to obtain:

io a
2
a6(x2-x) = IJdx1 I (0)ota

1
(x,x1)

_,(2
a

1

)
a

2
(xi,x2)a

1

(3) ,,(3) ,+ t E fdydz r(o)c,bc(x;y,z) (fa
2
cbV2; z,y)

be

(3) r (3) (2) (2)I fdydz F(s)apy(x,y,z)LG Rva (y,z,x2)+ Gya2(z,x2) <013(Y) >+ G pa
2

(y,x2) <4)),(z)>1I 2R

(4) r (4) (3)

R Jdwdydz F(s)ap,y8(x,y,z,w)LG pysa2CY,z,w,x2) + G p7a 2(z,w,x2) <013()%)>
P7O

(3) (3) (2) (2)+ GRoai(y,w,x2) <0y(z)> + G f3
7
a

2
(y,z,x2) <$43(w)>+ G,,,,6(z,w) G Ra (Y,x2)

t-' - , 2

_(2) ,(2),_ ,(2) _(2)+ G
(2)(y,w)

0. tz,x2) + Li 0 lY,Z) (-T 5a
2

(14,,x2) + u ,sa
2
lw,x2) <0y(z) > <013(Y) >Ya2 PY

+ G(2)2
(2)

(z,x2) <(1)8(w)> <013(Y) > + Gpa
2

(y,x2) <05(w) > <4)7(z) >)

(4) r (4)I fdwdydz F
Pal

(S)pcd(x;w;Y,z)1_ Gpa2
dc(w,x2; z,y)

(3) , , ,_,(2), _(2) 1 1Ga
2
cblx2; z,y) <013(w) > Lich lz,),) cf pa

2
lw,x2)1 I (3.13)

(2)If we multiply equation (3.13) by E fcix G (0ca(x',x) we obtain an equation of the form
a

) (2)G
(2)

a.a2(Y,x2) G pea2(x',x2) + i E jdx Gm a,a(x' ,x) Ecea(x,x2) , (3.14)
a
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where the polarization function I contains all the corrections due to the interactions in
matter. / is given by the curly bracket in (3.13). The diagrammatic representation of
equation (3.14) is given in figure 5 in terms of connected Green's functions. The dressed
propagators which hook up this connected Green's function to the rest of the diagram are
drawn as dashed lines. Arrows indicate fermion lines. Phase factors for dashed loops and
tadpoles are not taken into account. The symmetrization operators have to be applied to the
bare verticies. Now we have to replace these connected Green's functions in terms of the
vertex functions using table 2 or figure 2. The result is given in figure (7a).

We apply now the same procedure to obtain the fermion propagator. Starting from
the field equation for the fermionic degree of freedom (3.8), we take a derivative with
respect to take the sources to zero and use the definitions for the connected Green's
functions from table 1:

(2)aa
1
8(x xi) = idx2 rto)

(2)+
a

2a(x2,X) Gaia(xi,x)
a

2

A ,-(3) () (2)
+ { .W-'2 i (0)f3ca(Y;z,X) LGoa c(yji,z) + Ga

1
c(X1,z) <0f3(Y)> ]

c 1

(4) , r,() (3) ,_+ I Jdwdydz F(0)13.yaakY;w;z,x) Lt-ryi3a
1
d(w,Y;xi,z) + Gpa

ldk.Y;Xi,z)
<4,y(w)>

f3yd

(2) (2) , ,(2)+ G(3) d(w.xi z) </t0[3(y)> + Ga
1
d(xl,z) <013(y)> <0,y(w)> + G a

1
cgx1,z) Uyp(w,Y)ial

(4+ / fdwdydz F 4A)bcda(Y;w,z,x) r,db)
a

1
c(z ,w X1,Y)

(2) (2) (2) (2) 1 )Gdc (z,Y) G a
1
b(xi,w) + G db(z,w) G a

1
c(x 1 ,Y) i I (3.15)

(2)Multiplying (3.14) by I fdx G
3
(x,x3), we obtain an equation of the form:

a P
(2) \ i jcix G((0)),a3(x,x3) na a(xl,X)

1
ala3 V1,x3) = G(op lapbx3) Q (3.16)

Again the polarization function II contains all the information about the corrections due to
the interactions in matter and is given by the curly bracket in (3.15). The diagrammatic
representation of (3.16) is given in figure 5. After replacing the connected Green's
functions with their corresponding vertex functions from table 2 we obtain the Dyson
equation for the fermion propagator (shown in figure 6b).
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The Dyson equations for the 3-point vertex functions are obtained from the field
equations by taking second derivatives. For the 3-boson vertex function we take first the
derivative of (3.5) with respect to ij and secondly with respect to

3
, take the sources to

zero and use again the definitions of the connected Green's functions from table 1:

,(2) ,0 = IJdx1 (0)otai(x,x1) ai a2a3kxi,x2,x3)al
(3) j oc2a3cb(X2,X3;z,Y)

(4)
z) G+ Jdydz F(0)abc(x,

be

(3) r,(4) ,(3)fdydz r(s)api(x,Y,z) L pota2a3(Y,z,x2J3)+ yot2a3(z,x2,x3) <013(y)>
Y

(3) (2) ,(2)+ Gpa2a3U,X2,-X3) <07(z)> + ya2kz,X2) Rai + pat ya3 z,x3)

(4) , rc,(5)f3y5fdwdydz F (s)apydx,y,z,w) L k-r f3y8a2a3(Y,z,w,X2,X3)

(4) ,,(4)
+ GyooL2a3(z,w,x2,X3)<013(Y)> + Cr poot2a3(Y,w,x2,x3)<Oy(z)>

(4) (3) (2)
+ Gpya2a3(y,z,X2,X3)<08(w)> + G,y5a2(z,w,x2) G pa(y,x3)

,(3) , ,(2) , ,-,(3) ,_ ,(2)+ c,1,80t3k.z,w,X3) t-713a.
2

lY,X2) ± LT Da a u,x2,x3) (.7- 7.5z,w)

) ) )
+ Gp(38a

2(Y,w,X2)
Gy(a2)

(33(z,X3)

+ G 135a
3(Y,141,x3)

Gy(2a
2

(z,X2)

(3)
y oya2(y,z,x2) G so

3
(4,X3)+ Gyaa(zX2X) G

(2)(w) + G(3) (2)

() (3) (2)+ d/331,)9(y,z,x3) G oa2(w,x2) + G 5a2a3(w,x2,x3) G py(y,z)

(3)
(

(3)+ Gsa
2
a

3
vv,-,x2,-x3) <$0y(z)> <0[3(y) > + Gya

2
a

3
(z,x2J3) <$8(w)> <d)ii(y)>

)
+ G(2oa

2
(w,x2)

,-,)
2

+ upa a
3

(y,x2,X3)
(2)

G Ya3(z,x3) <(1)i3(y)>

<05(w)> <fpy(z)>

(2) )
G 8a

2(w,X2)
G p

(2a
(Y,X3) <41(z)>

(2) (2) (2)+ Gya(2)2(z,X2) G 6a
3

(w,x3) <443(y)> + G
7
a

2
(z,x2) G pa

3
(Y,X3) <08(w)>

_,(2) ,(2) ,_,(2) (2)
+ CrRa lY,X2) k-roa

3
(w,x3) <(1)y(z)> + (.7- Ra (y,x2) Cr-ya

3
(z,X3) <08(w)>

1-' 2 v 2

+ 1
al

fdwdydz r ()apcd(x ; v,y,z) [Gpa)
2
a

3
c( W,X2,X3,z,Y) + u

(a

2

)
a 3,b(x2,x3;z,Y) <$3(w)>



(3) , ,,(2) ,
ki
,-,(3) , (2)+ G a2cblX2;z,Y) (-713a3

(W,X3 ) + a
3
cblX3;z,Y) G pa

2
(w,x2)

,-,(3) , , ,_., (2) 1+ ty fie( a, W,X2,X3) U. cblz,Y I i2 3
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(3.17)

We see that we need to calculate F(2) (x,xl) to be able to solve for the 3-boson vertex.(Opal
(2) (2)We obtain F(0) from equation (3.13) by multiplying by E fc1X2 r toy, ce(x2,x1).

a2
(2)

Fmae(x,Y) = F(2)
ace(x,X t) + 1 E Jdx2 1

2)
a

2
aKX2,X1) naa

2
(X,X2)a2

(3.18)

The diagrammatic representation of equation (3.18) is given in figure 8. The dots in the
circles representing the connected Green's functions indicate the joint where we hook up
the external boson legs. With the help of the graphical representation of (3.18) (figure 8)
we can obtain the diagrammatic representation of (3.17) where we then replace the
connected Green's functions with vertex functions using table 2 and thus obtain the Dyson
equation for the 3-boson vertex (figure 9a). There are diagrams in figure 9 which are
multiplied with the product of two symmetrization operators. Of these symmetrization
operators, one operates on the legs of the bare vertex function contained in the diagram
while the other one permutes the external legs of the diagram representing the three corners
of the 3-point vertex function. The identification of which operator does which operation is
straightforward.

The result in figure 9 already made use of the definitions of the 4- and 5-point
Green's function in terms of the full or completely reducibleT matrix and the full or
completely reducible 5-point vertex function P defined in figure 11 and figure 12
respectivly. These quantities are directly accessible to experiment and can therefore easily
be parametrized. The exact relationship between this truncation of the hierarchy and the
various relations between Green's and vertex function will be intensively studied in chapter
4, where we perform crossing symmetric reductions of the 2-particle intermediate states.
In a numerical solution we would have to parametrize the 2-particle irreducible kernels of
the T matrix and the pentagon. For massive particles all the singularities of the kernels
would lie at high momenta, so that for a theory describing low excitations, we could
parametrize the kernels smoothly. We would obtain so on- and off-shell values for the T
matrix and the pentagon and could fix our parameters by comparison with the experimental
on-shell data.

Now we are finally ready to derive the Dyson equation for the 2-fermion-l-boson
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vertex. We start from the field equation for the fermionic degree of freedom (3.8), take

-ifirst the derivative with respect to -43 and secondly with respect to -z , take the
sources to zero and use again the definitions of the connected Green's functions from table
1:

(2)
0 = Ejdx1 aibici(xi;u,v)

al

(4)
klydz F())031,(x,Y,z)

r
fiybici(y,z; u,v)

PY

)+ Gyb(3) ici(z;u,v) <413(y) > + G(3pbici (y;u,v) <1:1)y(z)>]
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(z ,Y ,u,v) <11,)(w)> + G dc

(2)

1 1

(z,v) G b
(2)

c(U,y) <443(w)> ] (3.19)

We use then the diagrammatic representation of (3.18) (figure 8) to display (3.19)
graphically and replace the connected Green's function with the corresponding vertex
functions from table 2.

Again we truncate the hierarchy using the T matrix and the pentagon P . The resulting
Dyson equation is represented in figure (9b).

Higher-order Dyson equations can be derived analogously by taking higher order
derivatives, but we stop here since our truncation procedure, i.e. our parametrized 2-
particle irreducible 4- and 5-point vertex functions include all the higher-order information
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via their parametrization and thus via their experimental input. For completeness we show
the Dyson equations to 0(4) with only 3-point interactions in the Lagrangian in figure (10).
Figure 13 finally shows the Dyson equations for the fields and the propagators after
substitution of the T matrix.
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Fig. 5. Diagramatic representation of equation (3.13).
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Fig. 6. Diagramatic representation of equation (3.14).
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Fig. 7. Dyson equations for the propagators. a.) Boson propagator, b.) Fermion
propagator.
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Fig. 8. Diagramatic representation of the equation for the bare 2-boson vertex function
(equation 3.18).
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Fig. 9. Diagramatic representation of the Dyson equations for the 3-point vertex functions.
a.) 3-boson vertex function, b.) 2-fermion-l-boson vertex function.
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Fig. 9. continued
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Fig. 10. Dyson equations for the a.) fields, b.) propagators and c.) 3-point vertex functions
for a Lagrangian containing only 3-point interactions.
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z + i

Fig. 11. Definition of the T matrix.
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Fig. 12. Definition of the completly reducible 5-point vertex function P.
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Fig. 13. Diagramatic representation of the Dyson equations up to 0(3) after introduction of
the T matrix. a.) fields, b.) propagators.
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Fig. 14. Diagramatic representation of the Dyson equations up to 0(4) after introduction of
theT-matrix with only 3-point interactions in the Lagrangian. a.) fields, b.) propagators,
c.) 3-point vertex function.
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4. CROSSING-SYMMETRIC REDUCTION

In this chapter we perform the complete crossing-symmetricreduction for the 2-

particle intermediate states of the T matrix and the pentagon. We show that we obtain a
reduction hierarchy which we truncate on the level of the 6-point vertex function (0(6)) to
be consistent with the truncation of the Dyson hierarchy (C(4)). The reduction hierarchy
can furthermore be used to test the quality of the approximation, i.e. the truncation. This

chapter is a generalization and extension of work done by Korpa and Siemens[9]who

performed the crossing-symmetric 2-particle reduction of the T matrix.

4.1 TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION AND THE REDUCTION

HIERARCHY

In chapter 3 we truncated the Dyson hierarchy on the level of the 4-point vertex
function through introduction of the T matrix. If we now compare the Dyson equations for
the fields, propagators, and the 3-point vertex functions first for only 3-point interactions in
the Lagrangian (Fig. 14) and then for 3- and 4-point interactions in the Lagrangian (Fig.
13,9) we realize that 3- and 4-point interactions in the Lagrangian introduce 2 and 3-particle
intermediate states respectively. The topological classification of diagrams containing these
intermediate states is depicted in Figure 15. The second column represents diagrams
containing 1-particle intermediate states. These diagrams are generated by the sources
which also represent interactions in the Lagrangian. We removed the sources through the
Legendre transformation from the Lagrangian and thus made the vertex functions 1-particle
irreducible but we still obtain 1-particle reducible diagrams in the Dyson hierarchy. They
reappear after we replace the connected n-leg Green's function with the appropriate vertex
functions (compare the first column of Fig. 15 with Table 2 and Fig. 3). Diagrams (h) and
(i) do not appear explicitly in these equations since we have no 5-point interactions in the
Lagrangian and the Dyson equations connect only Green's functions of order n to Green's
functions of order (n + 1) and (n + 2).

In general an n-point interaction in the Lagrangian will generate (n 1)-particle
intermediate states in the Dyson hierarchy. All higher order intermediate states will then be
generated if we solve the Dyson hierarchy iteratively. Since we truncate the Dyson
hierarchy on the level of the 4-point vertex function (0(4)) we lose all the information about
2- and 3-particle intermediate states of the 4- and 5-point vertex functions which are
explicitly contained in the Dyson equations for the fields, propagators and 3-point vertex
functions. For consistency we have therefore to perform a reduction of the 2 and 3-particle
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intermediate states for the T matrix and the pentagon. This reduction has to be crossing-
symmetric since crossing-symmetry is a generic property of a system of interacting
particles.

In this chapter we develop a crossing-symmetricreduction of the T matrix and the
pentagon with respect to the 2-particle intermediate states. The crossing-symmetric
reduction for the 3-particle intermediate states is rather difficult and therefore outside the
scope of this text. We must note that a 2-particle reduction is necessary and sufficient for
all Lagrangians containing only 3-point interactions while it is necessary but not sufficient
for Lagrangians containing also 4-point interactions. Still, in a lot of applications the 2-
particle reduction will be satisfactory since either the masses of the particles involved
suppress the 3-particle intermediate states (e.g. QHD) or conservation laws forbid most of
them (e.g. non-relativistic QED).

Next to diagram (a) of Fig. 15 which represents the 2-particle reducible diagrams of
the 3-point vertex function, we have two topologically distinct diagrams representing the 4-
point vertex function and containing 2-particle intermediate states. Diagram (b) of Fig. 15
represents a scattering process and we call this topological class of diagrams a 2-particle
reducible scattering diagram or in short, a scattering reducible diagram. Diagram (c) of
Fig. 15 on the other hand represents a decay process and we therefore call this class a 2-
particle reducible decay diagram, or decay reducible diagram. Diagrams (d) and (e) along
with all higher order topological classes of diagrams containing 2-particle intermediate
states should be contained in this reduction explicitly. However, we will truncate this
reduction hierarchy by setting the 6-point vertex function (hexagon) to zero and thus have
only to take care of diagram (d) when discussing the reduction of the pentagon. This
truncation (0(6)) is consistent with the truncation of the Dyson hierarchy (0(4)).

Inspecting the procedure previously developed (particularly Fig. 15) it seems
reasonable to ask about the general structure of the reduction hierarchy. Until this point we
have talked only about a hierarchy in terms of the order of the vertex functions
characterizing a specific topological class. Obviously the complete reduction hierarchy is
also a hierarchy in terms of the different topological classes, representing the n-particle
intermediate states. We are using then the Dyson hierarchy to truncate the complete
reduction hierarchy on the level of the topological class representing a 4-particle
intermediate state (0(4)). The complete reduction hierarchy by itself represents a necessary
and sufficient infinite set of equations to solve the field theory. The crucial difference
between both approaches, the complete reduction hierarchy and the Dyson hierarchy
combined with the reduction hierarchy truncated in one direction, is that they divide the set
of all diagrams up into an infinite number of different subsets. Each subset contains an
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infinite number of diagrams characterized by distinct topological features. The topological
features are, in the case of the Dyson hierarchy, the number of legs of the connected
Green's function, while for the complete reduction hierarchy we classify the subsets
according to the number of intermediate states. Each subset is represented by an integral
equation which sums up the infinite number of diagrams contained in each subset. We use
these two independent ways to solve the field theory as a test for the convergence of the
Dyson hierarchy by comparing the results of both schemes order by order. For the
truncation of the complete reduction hierarchy in its topological classes representing n-
particle intermediate states, special care has to be taken for the types of particles in the
intermediate states, since this series does not have to converge if the particle is massless.
The Dyson hierarchy combined with the truncated reduction hierarchy seems therefore to be
the more generic and more easily accessible way to solve the field theory.

To start the development of the reduction procedures necessary for both types of
hierarchies to order 3 in the intermediate states we will finish this section by discussing the
2-particle reducible diagrams of the 3-point vertex function (diagram (a) of Fig. 15). In
section 4.2 we will perform the crossing symmetric 1- particle reduction of the T matrix and
the pentagon and will then develop the crossing-symmetric 2-particle reduction of the
scattering diagrams, as well as the 2-particle reduction of the pentagon-like class of
diagrams (diagrams (d) of Fig. 15). Finally in section 4.3 we conclude the reduction
schemes of the 2-particle reducible diagrams by discussing the decay reducible diagrams.

Let's finish this section by discussing the 2-particle reduction of the 3-point vertex
function as an example of the reduction procedure (Fig. 16). The 3-point vertex function is
automatically 1-particle irreducible. To find now the 2-particle reduction of this 1-particle-
irreducible 3-point vertex function Vim we have to find first the different topological
classes of diagrams containing 2-particle intermediate states. There is only one, given by
diagram (a) of Fig. 15. The next step is to find all reducibility classes of this diagram. The
reducibility classes represent the different channels in which the diagram is 2-particle
reducible. In the case of for example the 2-fermion-l-boson vertex function they
correspond to the 3 sides of the triangle representing the vertex function and we labels them
albc, blac, club with the greek letters representing boson lines, the latin letters
representing incoming fermion lines and the bold latin letters representing outgoing fermion
lines (compare also Fig. 16). The 4-point vertex function contained in this 2-particle
reducible diagram still contains 1-particle reducible pieces. These 1-particle reducible
pieces allow us to construct in every reducibility class a diagram which is reducible in two
other channels. We label this diagram alblc and have to subtract out 2 of these to avoid
overcounting. The general rule here is that a diagram reducible in n different channels has
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to be subtracted (n 1) times to avoid over countingin the reduction scheme. The integral
equation representing the 2-particle reduction of the 3-point vertex function is therefore
given by:

V1PI,abc = V2PI,abc + Vajbc + V
blac + Vciab 2V

alblc
It ItIttt

V1P1,a137 = V2PI,aP + S(0 3)Vy all3Y
V

4317

(4.1)

(4.2)

The primed and double primed variabls represent the boson-fermion and the all-boson case
respectively. The symmetrization operator S(0,3) in the all-boson case takes account of the
indistinguishability of the 3 boson legs and therefore also of the reducibility classes. These
equations are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 16. The 2-particle reducible diagrams are
shown in their topological form according to diagram (a) in Fig. 15. The factors of
correct for the indistinguishibility of the intermediate boson lines.

We have to construct the 2-particle reducible pieces out of the 2-particle irreducible
piece of the 3-point vertex function and the 1-particle irreducible piece of T matrix both in
the appropriate channel. This allows us then to generate all rescattering or ladder diagrams
in the T matrices.

To make sure that the 2-particle reducible pieces are still 1-particle irreducible we have to

extract the appropriate 1-particle reducible piece R out of the T matrix. Conventionally the
different reducibility classes of the T matrix are labelled S, T and U. To allow for
generalization to the 3- and 5-point vertex functions we introduce our labelling scheme.
For 1- particle reducibility we have to partition the four external legs of the T matrix into
two incoming and two outgoing legs corresponding to AFT -- 3 reducibility classes. Now
we label again the external legs of, for example, the 2-fermion-2-boson vertex function
with a, 13, c, d . The direct or S-channel can then be labelled as allcd, the exchange or U-
channel as act (3d and the T-channel as adlf3c. Analogously we get for the decay reducible
diagrams 431f,--- 4 different reducibility classes labelled for example in the case of the all-
boson T matrix with ocii3y8, Pia* lioc(3,5 and Sloch. In the all-boson case the 4
reducibility classes would be summed up using the symmetrization operator S(0,4). With
the help of this labelling scheme we can reproduce the ladder summation shown in figure
16:

V
albc

= (V
1PI,ade V

aide) G (de)(Tdebc R delbc)
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4. 1 (v" Val5e) Goo (T5ebc (4.3)ipLase R Seib)

G(Se) (T8eac R5eiac) (4.4)Vblac (V1PI,b8e Vb15e)

1
V = (V

alf3y 2 IPI,aloe Vai6E) Goo (T5oy Roof3y)

(V1PI,alde Valde) G(de)(Tde(3'y RdelP7) (4.5)

The G stands for the two intermediate propagators with the subscripts indicating if the
intermediate lines represent fey nions or bosons. Equation (4.4) allows us to also determine
the time-reversed case of this relation, corresponding to Blab by replacing all incoming
with outgoing fermion lines and vice versa. We have thus completedthe 2-particle
reduction of the 3-point vertex function. The 2-particle reduction equations corresponding
to (4.3)-(4.5) but with the ladder summations in the 3-point vertex functions instead of the
4-point vertex function are given in equations (4.36)-(4.38).

The general procedure for the 2-particle reduction is thus first a topological
classification of the diagrams to be reduced, second the 1-particle reduction, third determine
and label the 2-particle reducibility classes of the topological classes, fourth find the
overcounted diagrams, i.e. the diagrams reducible in more than one channel, fifth write
down formally the integral equation representing the reduction of the topological class and
sixth put in the ladder summations into the different reducibility channels. We apply this
recipe in section 4.2 to the T matrix and the pentagon.

To study the relationship between the Dyson hierarchy and the reduction hierarchy
we expand the 2-particle irreducible kernel of the 3-point vertex function perturbatively.

The two lowest order terms for the all-boson case are shown in Fig. 17. The T matrices
used in this expansion have to be 1-particle irreducible and 2-particle decay irreducible for
the kernel to be 2-particle irreducible. If we compare this expansion with the

corresponding Dyson equation (Fig. 13.c) we see that they are identical in the lowest order.
All 2-particle irreducible higher-order terms in the Dyson equation have to come from
diagrams containing pentagons. Actually the parts of the pentagon which are scattering
reducible in two channels are the only pieces of the pentagon which account for this next
lowest order. This will be straightforward to see from the results of section 4.2. The
remarkable point here is that both hierarchies, although summing up different topological
subsets of diagrams, give identical answers and therefore allow for an examination of the
quality of the truncation scheme we introduced by comparing the results of both hierarchies
order by order.
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Fig. 15. Topological classification of diagrams containing 1-, 2- and 3-particle intermediate
states appearing in the Dyson hierarchy up to 0(6).
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Fig. 16. 2-particle reduction of the 1-particle irreducible 3-point vertex function.
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2P1

+ S (1 ,2)

+ S (1 ,2)

5' (1, 2 ) (1, 2)

+ S (1,2)

Fig. 17. Perturbative expansion of the 2-particle irreducible kernel of the 3-boson vertex
function. We keep one leg fixed to allow for comparison to the corresponding Dyson
equation (Fig. 9a and 13c).



4.2 CROSSING-SYMMETRIC REDUCTION OF THE SCA I I ERING TYPE OF 2-

PARTICLE INTERMEDIATE STATES

The first step in our development is the crossing-symmetric reduction of the 1-

particle intermediate states of the T matrix and the pentagon. For the T matrix this was

done by Korpa and Siemens and we give their results using our labeling schemes. The

diagramatic representation of these equations is given in Fig. 18.

T = T + A(2,2)R
abcd 1PLabcd abcd

T
aPcd = T1P1,apcd + RaPlcd + S(2 '2)R

ac:113d

Tr, = T
aPYO 1PLaPy5

+ S(1,3)Raply8

60

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

In these equations the R 's describe the 1-particlem reducible parts of the T matrix and the

unprimed, primed and double-primed quantities represent the all-fermion, fermion-boson

and all-boson cases of the T matrix respectively.

For the 1-particle reduction of the pentagon we encounter the same over
countingproblem we dealt with at the 2-particle reduction of the 3-pointvertex function.
There are diagrams which are 1-particle reducible in two channels and which therefore have
to be subtracted once. These over counting terms can be determined by comparing the 1-

particle reduction in terms of the full T matrix given in Fig. 19 with the one where we
replace the full T matrix with its 1-particle-reducible and -irreducible pieces. The reduction

equations in terms of the full T matrix (represented in Fig. 19) are:

=Pabcde
P

1P1,otbcde
+ A(1,2,2)1Qaclbed + Q

ablcde
+ Q

bclade

Qalbcide QblacIde clablde

PaPyde P1PI,a13yde Qdela137 + S(2'3)1 QaPlyde aelr3yd Qad1(3ye

Qdlaell3y- Qelaplyd- Q alPylde Q cdPelyd

It1111
11

P
aPySe = PlPt,apySe + S (0,5)Q41* S(0,5)Q

ali3715E

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)
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The Q 's represent the 1-particle reducible parts of the pentagon and the unprimed, primed
and double-primed quantities represent the 4-fermion-l-boson, 2-fermion-3-boson and all-
boson 5-point vertex functions respectively. To better understand these equations look for
example at legs d and e and at the partition. They appear in every possible ordering in the
reducible parts Q . The symmetrization and antisymmetrization operators assure then that
the remaining legs are permuted if they are indistinguishable (A(1,2,2) stands here for
antisymmetrization of the pair of incoming and the pair of outgoing fermion lines). The last
terms in every equation contain two partitions in their labeling and represent the over
countingterms.

We are now ready for the 2-particle reduction of the scattering diagrams of the T
matrix. As for the 1-particle reduction of the pentagon, we start with a classification of the
diagrams which are 2-particle reducible in more than one channel. These diagrams are
shown in Fig. 20 and we obtain:

T
abllad

+ T
abllac

+ T
acllad

T + T
af3Ilac

+ T
acllad

TacidlaS + T
apllocy

+ T
ayIIrx

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

Here we are using only the first two letter indices characterizing every reducibility
channel and then separate them with a double partition to indicate that these diagrams are
reducible in two channels. Special care has to be taken in determining the signs for the all-
fermion case. Every exchange of 2 fermion indices generates a minus sign. Most of the
reducibility classes contain two topological diagrams (in figure (1) depicted above each other)
which we generate by exchanging all the fermion intermediate states with boson
intermediate states and vice versa. For the all-boson case the lower diagram of every class
can be drawn with two possible directions of the arrow of the fermion intermediate states.
Both directions are generated by the symmetrization operator S (2,2). This completes the
over counting problem for the T-matrix and allows us to formally determine the integral
equations for the 2-particle reduction of the scattering diagrams:

= 7' + S (2,2)T + T {T + + T
}

(4.15)1PLabcd 2PI,abcd ablcd aclbd abllad abllac acllad

T
1P1,al c d = T2P1,aficd + T

aPlcd + S(2,2)Tac1j3d {T
a(311ad

+ T
aPllac + T acllad) (4.16)
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tl If

T
1PI,af3y5

= T
2PI,a1375

+ S (1 ,3)T
af31y8

(T
af311a5

+ Tocf3
Ilay

+ T
ayllaS

1 (4.17)

The symmetrization operators used here sum up the S- and T-channel. The next step is to
put the ladder summations into the 2-particle-reducible classes. Let's discuss first the all-

boson case. The 2-particle-reducible T matrix T. can be expressed as:Oki

T" = 1 (T R
13

) G 0(T'' - T0 41')4175 2 ai3e$ a10 () E075 175 15

+(T
af3ef

R
af31ef

) G(ej) (Tef,y8 T
ell y8

- R efly8) (4.18)

We generate the ladders in the first factor where we assume only 1-particle irreducibility in

the appropriate channel. In the last factor we also extract the 2-particle-reducible pieces of
the T matrix.

We apply the same procedure to the fermion-boson case. Here we have to write out
two relations corresponding to the cases where the reducibility channels cut only boson or
only fermion lines and the case where the channels cut mixed boson- fermion 2-particle

intermediate states.

T p = (T
p

R
O

) G (T ) T R
fi

)acd aej alef (ef) efcd eflcd ecd
1+ 7 (Tapeo R coo) Go) (T Tevcd R cocci)

T
ac113(1

= (Tacef Raclef) G(Ef)(Tefod
TOM R

0113c1)

tl.

(4.19)

(4.20)

The second equation (4.20) has only one term on the right hand side to assure fermion
number conservation.

We obtain the all-fermion case analogously:

T = (T R ) G (T - T R )aclbd acef aclef (ef) efbd eflbd eflbd

Tablcd (Tabef- Rablef) G(ef)(Tefcd) Teflcd Reflcd)

+
2
(T R ) G 0 (T

O
T R )(Tabu ablE0 (eaf EOlcd uplcd

(4.21)

(4.22)
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The only new rule we have to take into account to understand these equations is the minus
sign generated for every antisymmetrization. If we compare in equations (4.21) and (4.22)
the diagrams containing 2-fermion intermediate states, we can fix the relative minus sign
by recognizing the necessary exchange of two-fermion indices between the diagrams.

We have now collected all the rules needed to develop the 2-particle reduction of the
pentagon P. The topological class to which these type of diagrams belong is depicted in
diagram (d) of Fig. 15. It corresponds to diagram (b) of Fig. 15 and is therefore also a
scattering-reducible type of diagram. Again we start with the over countingproblem. For
the all-boson case we obtain for possible overcountings (compare to Fig. 21.a):

S(0,5) { PaEll(3y 2PaEllly 4P(5) ) (4.23)

The three terms in equation (4.23) represent the overcounted diagrams reducible in 2,3 and
5 channels respectively. In our labeling scheme we represent the diagrams reducible in two
channels with a double partition and by numbering the legs of the 1-particle irreducible T
matrices. Diagrams reducible in three channels are labeled with a triple partition and by
numbering the legs of the 1-particle-irreducible T matrix and the 3-point vertex function
which is singled out by not being a neighbor of this 1-particle-irreducible T matrix.
Diagrams reducible in five channels are labeled by the subscript (5).

The over counting problem is solved by comparing the diagrams containing the full
T-matrix with the one where we replaced the full T matrix with its 1-particle-reducible and
irreducible pieces. We find that in general diagrams reducible in n channels are over
counted (n 1) times which explains the factors of 2 and 4 in front of the 2-particle
reducible pieces in 3 and 5 channels respectively. In Fig. 21 we show the over counted
diagrams in terms of the 1-particle-irreducible T matrix since we need precisely this
collection of diagrams in the reduction equations Note that in the diagramatic
representation of Fig. 21.a we have again two types of diagrams in every reducibility class
corresponding to the exchange of boson intermediate states with fermion intermediate states
and vice versa. The classes representing diagrams reducible in 2 and 3 channels contain 60
diagrams while the class representing diagrams reducible in 5 channels contains 120
diagrams. This enormous collection of diagrams is summed up using the symmetrization
operator. For example in the case of the diagrams reducible in 2 channels the S (0,5) in
front of the case with bosons in the intermediate state sums up 30 diagrams while the S
(0,5) in front of the case with fermions in the intermediate state sums up 15 diagrams for
each direction a fermion can run.
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The direction in which the intermediate fermion lines are running is, in the case of
the 2-fermion-3-boson vertex function, related to the arrows of the external legs. Therefore
we cannot sum up these different diagrams into one reducibility class (in Fig. 21.b the

diagrams obtainable from each other by exchanging the arrows of the fermion lines

corresponding to the time reversal operation are the first 5 neighbouring pairs). We sum up
different diagrams of a reducibility class by permuting the three boson legs using the
symmetrization operator S (2,3).

S(2,3)(Pablly5
+ Pablly5 + Pabllyd + PaPled

+ 2(PabIlly + Pccbilly + Pa13111c + Pa13111c + PabIllc + PabIllc + Pa(3Illy + PabIlly )

+ 4P
(5)

1 (4.24)

The rules we learned from the all-boson vertex function and the 2-fermion-3-boson
vertex function allow us finally to solve the over countingproblem for the 4-fen nion-1-
boson vertex function (Fig. 21.c). Again we generate diagrams from each other
exchanging the direction of the fermion line (the first two diagrams as well as line 2 and 3
and line 4 and 5 are time reversed to each other), obtain the different diagrams of one
reducibility class from each other by exchanging fermion and boson intermediate lines and
determine all reducibility classes reducible in a certain number of channels by permuting the
fermion legs (leg c and d are therefore our legs of reference). The antisymmetrization can
be described with the antisymmetrization operator A(3,2):

A(3,2)(PablIc6
+ PablIcS + PablIcd + PablIc5 + PablIcS

+ 2(PabIlly + PablII7 + PabIllc + PabIllc + Pa[311Ic + Pa[3111c)

+ 4P
(5)

1 (4.25)

In most reducibility classes we get only one diagram since we have to hook up the internal
to the external fermion lines. But in the classes PablIc8 and PablIcS this same requirement
generates 3 possible diagrams.

We proceed now by formally writing down the 2-particle reduction of the pentagon
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+ S(0,5)Papryoe S(0,5) P aellf3y + 2P ae + LIP (5) }
(4.26)P1P1,a13y8e P2PI,aPyoe

P1PI,a13yde = p2PI,af3yde + Paf3Iyde + Pdelaf3y + Pealf3yd + P
dalf3ye

S(2,3) f Pablly5 + P ab 1178 + Pabllyd + Paf311cd

+ 2(Pab
II ly

+ Pab
Illy

+ Paf3111c + Paf311Ic + PabIllc + PabIllc + Paf311
ly

+ PabIlly)

+ 4P
(5)

P 1PI,abc de
p + P + P + P2PI,abcde bclade celabd bdlace + Pablcde + Paclbde

- A(3,2) {PablIcS +PablIcS +Pablicd +PablIcS ±PablIcS

2(PabIlly + Pabl IVY PabIlic + PabIllc + Pa(3iiic + Pa3114c)

+ 4P
(5)

(4.27)

(4.28)

It is now straightforward to put the ladder summations into the 2-particle-reducible
classes of the pentagon since we just have to add a boson leg to the corresponding integral

equations for the T matrix (4.18-4.22). For the all-boson 5-point vertex function we obtain:

P a" (T
(3pn

Roc'
(3ipit)

Go7c)(P p" Ppniy5e S(2,3)Q + S(2,3);" plod

+(T R corp) G(rp)(P S(2,3)QyarpE + S(2,3);rpoe) (4.29)

In the pentagon part of the 2-particle-reducible diagrams we have to assure 2-particle

irreducibility in the appropriate channel. We achieve this again by subtracting out the pieces
which are 1- and 2- particle reducible in the channel under consideration. The 1-particle
reducible pieces of the pentagon are given in terms of the full T matrix. This creates again
an over countingproblem and we have to add back in all the 1-particle-reducible pieces we
subtracted out too often. We avoided an over countingproblem in the 2-particle reducibility
channel by determining here the diagrams reducible in more than one channel in terms of
the 1-particle-irreducible T matrices (4.23-4.25).

For the 2-fermion-3-boson vertex function we obtain:

= L (T ) G (P
IE*

P" S(2,3)Q"
TE+

S(2,3)Q" 7E)delapy 2 depn delpm (pn) P pnlyoe YOIPE 71P186
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+(Tderp Rdelrp) Grp) (Prpy6 Prp lySe S(2'3)QT8Irps S yrpl8e) (4.30)

P Pldey
(T Npn) G(pr) (P ,

Qdelpry Qdypre Qeyipnd Qdipnley

+ (T - R apirp) G(rp)
(Prpdey Prpldey

Qdelrpy Qdylrp e Qeylrpd + Qylrplde + QeIrpldy + QdIrpley)

PadjRe72 (T adPP R adIPP) G(PP)(PPPPeY PPPIPei

S(3 ,2)Qpeippy Qpyippe + S(3,2)Qpipplye + Q eippoy)

(4.31)

(4.32)

Again we use time reversal upon (4.32) to generate the leftover reducibility class.
Finally we are also ready to write down the ladder summation for the 4-fermion-1-

boson vertex function:

= 1 (T - R' ) G (P. 12;abide? 2 abpn ablpn (pr) pndey pridey

delpry dylpne QeYIPnd + +yipnIde elpnidy Qd1pnley)

+ (T - R ) G (P Pabrp ablrp (rp) rpdey rpldey

Qdeirry Qdylrpe Qeylrpd + Qylrplde + QeIrpidy + QdIrpley)

Padlbec = - (T R ) G (P P
aciPP adl PP (PP) PPbec pplbec

S (3 ,2)Qbe,
i p

0ecippb + S(3 '2)Qclpplbe QeIPPlbc)

abldey (Tabrp Rablrp) G(ip) (Prpdey Prplde-y QdeirP'Y

S(3,2
)Qdytrpe + Qylrplde S(3'2)QeIrptdy)

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

We are again using time reversal to generate two more reducibility classes from (4.34) and
(4.35). The relative minus signs of the equations can be determined by counting the
necessary permutations of the anticommuting fermion indices.

In this reduction procedure we generated the ladder summations for the 3-point
vertex function and the pentagon in the T-matrix part of the 2-particle reducible diagram.
We could also do this in the other part contained in the diagram, i.e. in the 3-point and 5-
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point vertex functions for the 3-point vertex functions and the pentagon respectively. Since
the T matrix is symmetric in in- and outgoing legs we would obtain identical equations by
applying this procedure. We conclude now this section by giving the equations for the
scattering reduction of the 3-point vertex functions and the pentagon with the ladder
summations in the 3-point and 5-point vertex functions respectivly.

Valbc V1PLade G(de)(Tdebc Tdelbc R delbc)

1+ V;pLccoe Goo (Toebe
TSElbc RSelbc)

Vblac V1PI,b8e G(8e) (T8eac TSelac - R&lac)

1
V=

alf3y 2
V

1PI,alSe G(Se) (T8E13y Taoy R5e0y)

(4.36)

(4.37)

+ V
1PI,alde G(de) (Tdepy Tdelpy Rdelf3Y) (4.38)

Pa" = (T a' T Ra mint) Gomr) (Ppicyoe S(2,3)QyooThe + S(2,3)405E)

+(T
aPrp

- T
af3Irp

R
apirp

) G
(rp)

(P
rpy8s S(2,3)Qyoirps + S(2'3)Qylrp16s) (4.39)

Pdelapy 2 (T depn T delpn R elpr) G(p7r)(PP itY6E S(2'3)Q;61prce S(2'3)QA pnl6e)

+(T
derp

- 7'
delrp

R
delrp

) G
(rp)

(P
rpyoe S(2,3)Qyolrpe + S (2 ,3)Q

ylrpl5e) (4.40)

1

c43idey 2
(T T R apoir) G

) <1:)pndey

Qde [pry dylpne cylpicd Qylprcide Qeipnidy ±Qc/IpTcley)

+ (T
aPrp - TapIrp- Raf31rp) G(rp)(Prpdey

Qdelrpy QdyIrpe Qeyl rp d
+ 0

--ylrplde QeIrpldy QdIrpley)

It

= (T T R ) G (Padli3ey 2 adpp adlpp a dip p (pp) ppj3ey

S(3,2)Q0eiwy Qi3yippe + S(3,2)Qp,
p 17iQe1PP101)

= (T T bon) Gp7r (abldey ab ( ) mdey

+ + +Qdefpny dylpne rylprcd ylpiride elpnIdy dIpniey.

(4.41)

(4.42)



+ (T T R ) Grp)abrp ablrp abirp (rp) rpdey

Qdelrpy- Qdylrpe Qeylrpd + Qpplde 4- QeIrpldy+ QdIrpley)

P = - (T T R ) G (Padlbec adpp adpp adIPP (PP) PPbec

S (3 ,2)Qbeip
Qecippb+ S(3'2)QcIPPlbe +QeIPpIbc)

P = - (T T R ) Gip)abldey abrp ablrp abIrp Op) rpdey

Qdelrpy
S(3,2

)QdyIrpe + Qyrplde + S(3'2)QeIrpldy)
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(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)
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T=r + A(2,2)T:

+ S(1,3)

+ S(2,2).2->

Fig. 18. Diagramatic representation of the crossing-symmetric reduction of the 1-particle
intermediate states of the T matrix.
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+ S(2,3) + S(2,3)

S(2,3) 5(2,3)

5(2,3)

43,

A(1,2.2)

4(1,2,2)

5(0,5) S(0,5)D>--(E<E

Fig. 19. Diagramatic representation of the crossing-symmetric reduction of the 1-particle
intermediate states of the pentagon.
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a)

b)

S(2,2)

c)

7;z/9" Hay

raibllay

ar
acllad ablloc

Fig. 20. Scattering reducible diagrams of the T matrix in two channels. a.) All-boson
vertex function, b.) fermion-boson vertex function, c.) all-fermion vertex function.
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Fig. 21. Scattering reducible diagrams of the pentagon in more than one channel. a.) All-
boson vertex function, b.) 2-fermion-3-boson vertex function, c.) 4-fermion- 1 -boson
vertex function.
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Fig. 21. continued
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Fig. 21. continued
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4.3 THE DECAY TYPE OF 2-PARTICLE INTERMEDIATE STA FES

In section 4.2 we developed the crossing-symmetricreduction scheme for the
scattering type of 2-particle intermediate states. We could devise now an analogous
procedure for the decay type of 2-particle intermediate states, but we would take into
account diagrams already treated in the reduction of the scattering type of 2-particle
intermediate states. If we would have solved the Dyson hierarchy completely then the
equations would have taken care of this over countingautomatically, now we have to do
this explicitly.

Instead of devising a similar procedure to the one discussed in section 4.2 and then

subtracting the multiply counted diagrams we split a generic decay-reducible (DR) diagram

into its different generic pieces containing only 3-point vertex functions and 4-, 5-, 6, l-
and 8- point 2-particle-irreducible vertex functions (shown as squares, pentagons,
hexagons, heptagons and octagons respectivly in figure 22). The first two and last three

generic pieces are also scattering reducible and we see that in general a diagram which is
decay reducible in more than one channel is also scattering reducible and therefore is
already taken care of. So we avoid an over countingproblem and the only thing left to do is
to extract out of the leftover diagrams all decay-reducible diagrams which are not scattering

reducible. For these decay-reducible but scattering-irreducible pieces (S/) we develop
again integral equations.

T
SI,a,Py8

= T1,4y8 + S(0,4)TSI,c(Ic3y8 + 0(6) (4.46)

T
SI,apcd = T

LaPcd + S(2,2)TSI,a1Pcd + T
S1,clalid

+ T
SI,d1aPc + 0(6) (4.47)

= T + S(22)T,T
SI,abed 1,abcd SI,albcd + S(2,2)TSI,blacd + 0(6) (4.48)

The subscript I stands here for complete scattering and decay irreducibility. We neglected
here all diagrams which contain vertex functions with more than 6 legs (0(6)). This

approximation does not correspond to the truncations we did until now. The truncations
included the higher order terms via the parametrization of the T matrix and the pentagon.
Here we really neglect these higher order processes since we have no way to actually

calculate nor parametrize these objects without solving the reduction hierarchy to their

corresponding orders which in turn introduces then even higher-order diagrams.

For the decay-reducible pieces of the diagram containing the pentagon we develop
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integral equations analogous to the ones developed in section 4.2. Let's start again with
the all-boson case. Our choices are to put the ladder summation eitherinto the 3-point
vertex function or into the pentagon. If we would put the ladder summation into the 3-
point vertex function we would have to make the pentagon itself scattering irreducible in the
appropriate channel , which means that the pentagon would have to be 1-particle irreducible
for all channels and 2-particle irreducible in the channel under discussion.

T
S1,4375 2 V1PI,a G(E(1)) (P

11)101375 P0075)

+ VIP'
,a lef G(d)(P1PI,ef(3

Peflpy8) (4.49)

We could also use the peculiarity that scattering and decay reducibility in the case of the 3-
point vertex function are identical since there is only one diagram in the topological class of
the 3-point vertex function describing 2-particle intermediate states, and put the ladders into
the pentagon. We would thus have only to assure scattering irreducibility in the appropriate
channel for the 3-point vertex function and could use the 1-particle-irreducible pentagon.

1
T

Sl,a1f3y8 2 (V V
1PI,aletp alE0

) Gel)) P1PLeopy5

G+ (V
1PLalef Valef) (ef) P1P1,efl3y5

For the mixed fermion-boson case we have two cases:

(4.50)

PT
SI,a1{3cd

= V IPI,aef G
(ef)(P1P1,efcdfl eflcdf3

)

1 "+
2
V

d)
G0 (P

cp
P

p
) (4.51)1PI,aE) EcdP Oicd

T
SI,clocf3d

= v1PI,cEf G(ep (P
efocdP

P
Efladf3) (4.52)

- GT
S 1,a113 cd = (V1PI,aef V alef) (ef) P1P1,efcdf3

1 "
2 - GWep 0ep1PI,aE4) V e) () P1PI,Ecdp (4.53)

T G= (V
1PI,cef vclef) (ED P 1PI,cfadf3 (4.54)

In the first two equations we put the ladders into the 3-point vertex function while we put it



in the pentagon for the last two equations. We use again time reversal to obtain the last
decay reducibility class from (4.52) or (4.54).

Finally we determine the all-fermion case. Also here we can determine both
reducibility classes from one equation using time reversal.

T
SI,albcd

= V
1P1,acf

G
(ef)(P1PI,Efb cd

P
EfIbcd

)

T
SI,alb cd

= (V
1P1,aEf

V G Palef) (Ef) Efbcd
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(4.55)

(4.56)

Again we put the ladder summation in (4.55) into the 3-point vertex function and in (4.56)
into the pentagon. We have thus completed the crossing-symmetric reduction of the
diagrams containing 2-particle intermediate states.
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Fig. 22. Generic decay diagram and its different generic pieces in terms of 3-,4-,5-, 6-, 7-,
and 8-point 2-particle scattering irreducible vertex functions.
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5. REGULARIZATION

With the crossing-symmetric reduction done in chapter 4 we completed the
discussion of the microscopic approach to the condensed state and so reached the goals we
proposed in chapter 1. Still, although we have a satisfying theory, we cannot apply it
unless we discuss the regularization of this procedure. In this chapter we want to discuss
the main ideas involved in the regularization of hadronic matter without going into proofs

or details. At the moment we have not completely evolved our ideas and feel , therefore,
not confident to make explicit statements.

There are two main approaches to the understanding of the singularities appearing

in any field theory. The one relates the singularity to the point-like interactions in the
Lagrangian, which is of course a singular construct. This singularity can be expressed as
the possibility of having a zero space-time separation Ax = 0. By imposing the condition
Ax 0 on the field theory we could remove this singularity. The second approach in

understanding the singular structure of a field theory is to look at the generic output of our
theory, which are the Green's functions. These Green's functions are defined in terms of
time-ordered products of fields which are ill-defined at equal times. This indefiniteness at
equal times represents itself then as a singularity in momentum space, e.g. propagators
have singular denominators and loop integrals develop ultraviolet singularities. We will

use now both approaches to indicate possible ways out of this dilemma.

The conditon of non-zero space-time separation is actually too weak since it allows

an approach to the singularity via two independent degrees of freedom (i.e. the singularity

lies at the origin of the space-time plane). One approach to remove this singularity is to

assign form factors to every vertex, and then to maintain causality using dispersion

relations[6,13]. A vertex function with one leg fixed contains eight more independent

variables, three of which can be integrated out because of symmetries. The form factors

then regularize three more variables corresponding to the invariants describing the sides of
the triangle. The other two variables get fixed in more complicated diagrams due to their
connection to other vertex functions of the diagram (e.g. consider the two-point loop). A

tadpole, on the other hand, will still contain both singularities, since neither of the left-over
degrees of freedom is fixed. The regularization of tadpoles for a Dyson hierarchy is

discussed by Milana and Siemens[12], who employ a Euclidean cutoff procedure. The
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same counting of degrees of freedom works for the loop diagrams containing T matrices in

the Dyson equations for the three-point vertex functions. Since Siemens et al.[6] regularize

a Dyson hierarchy up to order four with three-point interactions in the Lagrangian, the

method of form factors and dispersion relations works. In our case we don't have to redo
the counting procedure since the 4-point interactions in the Lagrangian introduce only more
highly connected diagrams (3-particle intermediate states).

Another approach to the regularization of a phenomenological theory like QM)

would be to implement causal and covariant form factors directly into the action (the

Lagrangian is an equal time operator). We would then achieve causality by using the 2-

particle- irreducible kernels of the vertex functions, so that one event is not able to influence

two disconnected events simultaneously. The singularities due to Ax2 = 0 lie on the light
cone which is straightforward to realize by inspecting the Pauli-Jordan expansion of

Green's functions[5]. This kind of singularity could be removed by a covariant form factor
in the action of the type F(12 < x2 < L2) with L 1 representing the size scale of the

hadrons. If F is real we also obey unitarity, and by choosing a product of different F's,
corresponding to the different channels of the vertex function, we obey crossing symmetry

and thus complete a sufficient approximation of the physical form factor without the trouble

of the light-cone singularity. Again we have two leftover degrees of freedom, and we

would have to find a possible way to remove the associated singularities if we are to obtain
a regularized theory from the beginning.

The only covariant function which is not a function of x2 is the delta function 8(x).

This choice of F brings us back to our first approach. This approach is intensively

discussed in introductory field-theory textbooks[13] and its use in the case of hadronic
matter is explicitly discussed by Siemens et al.[6] for a Lagrangian containing only 3-point

interactions. Siemens et al. combine two steps in their discussion of regularization which

we would like to separate here. They use dispersion relations to show how to introduce

form factors in a causal way. These form factors are again real, to obtain unitarity, but they
break crossing-symmetry because they include the Migdal approximation to make the
Dyson equations numerically accessible. The Migdal approximation corresponds

physically to the collapse of two neighboring points of a vertex function through

introduction of a delta function in the coordinates of these two points. Their causal form
factor then smears out this delta function so that, e.g. geometrically a 3-point vertex
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function represented originally by a triangle changes to a 1- shaped object. We see

therefore that we lost one geometric degree of freedom: we replaced 3 sides ofa triangle by
its base and height, and lost an angle. The physical justification for this approximation is

weak, and we see that the main advantage of this approximation is that it makes the theory

numerically accessible.

Let us first generalize this approach by dropping the Migdal approximation. For

our theory with also 4-point interactions in the Lagrangian we would have to develop all

dispersion relations for loops up to the 5-point loop. The dispersion relations for more

complicated singular diagrams (we are allowed to have 3-particle intermediate states) can

then be easily constructed from the dispersion relations of the loops. A Dyson hierarchy

with only 3-point interactions, on the other hand, would only need the dispersion relation

for a 3-point loop in addition to the discussion for the 2-point loop and tadpole by Siemens

et al. Since the development of dispersion relations for higher order loops is rather

involved, we propose a different approach. Using the Migdal approximation on the Dyson
hierarchy containing also 4-point interactions, it is easy to realize that we again only need
dispersion relations for 2- and 3-point loops. Thus, with the additional discussion of the

dispersion relation for 3-point loops, we could achieve a general regularization of a Dyson

hierarchy with 3-point interactions in the Lagrangian, and also, using the Migdal

approximation for vertex functions, a regularization of a Dyson hierarchy with 3- and 4-

point interactions in the Lagrangian.
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6. CONCLUSION

We developed a relativistic condensed matter theory based upon a microscopic, i.e.

field theoretical picture. The Green's functions of the theory can be used to obtain the

equations of state as well as the transport coefficients of this matter. The vertex functions

were obtained by Legendre transforming the generating functional of the connected Green's

functions and the relationship between the connected Green's functions and the vertex

functions was derived. We developed the Dyson hierarchy as a tool to calculate the

Green's functions of the field theory starting from a Lagrangian that contains bosonic and

fermionic degrees of freedom interacting via 3- and 4-point interactions. We truncated this

hierarchy at the level of the connected 4-point Green's function using the T matrix ( 0(4)).

Finally we performed a complete crossing symmetric reduction for the 2-particle

intermediate states of the T matrix and the pentagon. We showed that in addition to the

Dyson hierarchy we obtain a reduction hierarchy which we truncate on the level of the 6-

point vertex function (0(6)) to be consistent with the truncation of the Dyson hierarchy

(0(4)). The reduction hierarchy can furthermore be used to test the quality of the

truncation procedure. The theory so far is completely general and can be used to describe

fundamental as well as phenomenological theories. Then we proceeded with the discussion

of regularization using hadronic matter as our system of interest. The conventional

procedure of using form factors as cut-offs and dispersion relations to assure that these
form factors satisfy causality was discussed and the Migdal reduction was introduced to

make the theory numerically accessible. We furthermore explored the possibility of directly

putting form factors into the action and showed how regularization is obtained so from the

beginning.

We conclude this paper by discussing the possible future development necessary to
introduce this theory into the framework of already existing theories.

The first and most urgent step is to obtain numerical solutions from this theory which can

then be compared to experiment. First results were obtained for the delta-nucleon-pion

system1141. Further application to other systems like the jellium model[10] are necessary.

An investigation of the higher order diagrams (0(6)) which appear in the discussion of the

decay reducible diagrams is necessary.

The applicability of putting the form factors into the action should be further explored.

For consistency we should explore the possibility of a crossing symmetric reduction of

the 3-particle intermediate states.

The dispersion relations for higher order loops (0(3)) should be developed.
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